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The purpose of this study was to determine if a
correlation existed between reading comprehension and selfesteem in adults with no reading ability to adults reading
at the fifth grade level.

Reading comprehension was

measured by the comprehension section of the Brigance
Diagnostic Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills in half
year increments after primer level, from lower first to
upper third grade.

Full year increments were indicated from
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fourth through ninth grade.

Self-esteem was self-reported

through use of the Counseling form of the Tennessee Self
Concept Scale.

Data were collected during Fall term, 1989

(September through December) at Portland Community College,
Southeast Center in an Adult Basic Education class.

T-tests

indicated that both reading comprehension and some aspects
of self-esteem rose through the study period.

However,

using the Pearson correlation coefficient, it was determined
that a significant correlation did not exist between the
variables in question.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Self-esteem, as a variable in the learning process, has
been investigated in relation to a variety of educational
issues.

Researchers have taken a close look at the

relationship between students' self-concept and their
academic achievement.

The set of attitudes that one holds

about oneself and educational performance appear to be
linked (Purkey, 1970; Burns, 1979; Thomas, 1980).

There

exists a wide body of literature examining the dynamics of
the relationship between self-esteem and achievement,
although the theoretical writings and empirical studies have
been concerned primarily with school age children (Brookover

& Associates, 1964; Wirth, 1977; Marsh, 1984; Lawrence,
1985; Hadley, 1988).

The correlation between self-esteem

and achievement has not yet been tested with the population
of low level reading adults.
Adult illiteracy is a growing problem.

In 1969 the

United States Bureau of Census stated that 1.4 million
people 14 years or older attended less than five years of
school (cited in Jones, 1981).

Each year, an estimated 2.3

million persons are added to that figure (U.S. Department of
Education, n.d.).

By 1983, the U.S. Department of
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Education reported that 23 million American adults were
totally or functionally illiterate with an additional 23
million people functioning at a marginal level (cited in
Kozol, 1985).

Although methods to determine literacy to

date have not been statistically standardized, a variety of
sources confirm the severity and increasing nature of the
problem (Harris, 1970, 1971; Northcutt, 1975; Hunter,
Harman, 1979).
meet this need.

Adult literacy programs are expanding to
In Oregon, Adult Basic Education enrollment

has increased 304% from 1974 to 1988 (Oregon ABE Growth,
1987).
Even though extensive research exists documenting the
connection between self-esteem and achievement in the
education of children, and evidence indicates that
illiteracy among adult populations is increasing, more
empirical information is needed concerning the operant
issues of the adult illiterate population.

As literacy

programs grow, research determining the relationship between
self-esteem and achievement will shed light on the degree to
which these issues are significantly related in this
population.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Adults by definition, learning theory, and
social research are responsible people who
seek to build their self-esteem through
pragmatic learning activities in which their
competence is enhanced (Wlodkowski, 1985:6).
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In adults with low literacy skills, is self-esteem
relational to an increase in reading comprehension as these
adults seek to improve literacy skills?

This question has

yet to be examined with this increasingly visible adult subpopulation.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the

relationship between self-esteem and reading comprehension
among low level reading adults in an Adult Basic Education
class.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Throughout the study there are several terms that
deserve special clarification.
Adult Basic Education CABE) is the term used in the
federal Adult Education Act to describe education for adults
at less than a high school equivalency level.

Federally-

assisted ABE programs are offered in Oregon through local
community colleges and provide education to large and small
groups of students using instructors and volunteers for
delivery of instruction.

The State of Oregon provides

additional funds through FTE (full time equivalency)
payments to the colleges.

Classes are free of cost to

students.
Low level reading adults includes class participants
ages 20 to 60 whose initial reading level ranged between no
reading ability and fifth grade reading level.
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Reading comprehension is defined as the synthesis and
understanding of written material.

Half year grade level

designations through the third grade and full year
designations from grade level four through nine was
indicated by the comprehension section of the Brigance
Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills.
Self-esteem. Self-esteem embodies the sense of
evaluative self-worth.

In seeking to capture the essence of

this concept, subjects were asked to describe "how you feel
about yourself" (Roid, Fitts, 1988:8) to yourself.

Self-

esteem will be measured by the Counseling form of the
Tennessee Self Concept Scale.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviews the current literature pertinent
to this study. The scope and extent of adult illiteracy
illuminates the swelling ranks of low literate adults and a
concomitant rise in participation in adult literacy
programs.

Self-esteem is defined, and the distinction is

made between the concepts of "self-esteem" and "selfconcept".

Adult self-esteem is addressed, and more

specifically, self-esteem of undereducated adults in
relation to learning, is examined.

Two salient and

observable characteristics of the study sample, employment
status and hearing-impairment, is discussed in light of
self-esteem.

Lastly, theory and research regarding the

connection between achievement and self-esteem leads to the
purpose and design of this study.
ADULT LITERACY
The data concerning adult literacy rates are elusive
due to an inconsistency in definitions of literacy and ways
to measure it.
used.

In the past, grade level equivalencies were

However, this proved to be an inadequate method of

evaluation, because grade level completion does not
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guarantee that the subject actually reads at that level.
Not only do grade level indications generally provide
underestimates of abilities, in addition, this information
does not indicate how long ago the grade level was obtained.
Also, self-reporting of literacy information might yield
inaccurate statistics (Jones, 1981:5-6).

It was clear that

indications of functional abilities or competencies to meet
the current societal demands, rather than grade level
completion, was needed.
Harris and Associates (1970) designed a study to
determine the percentage of Americans lacking functional or
practical reading skills.

Using a reading measure of

filling out application forms, the results of the survey
indicated that from 4.3 to 18.5 million Americans were
functionally illiterate.

In 1971, Harris and Associates

completed another study using different criteria.

Telephone

dialing instructions, classified employment, housing ads,
and social benefit application forms required to qualify for
a variety of public assistant benefits were used.
Concluding observations indicated that 4% of the U.S.
population (over 5.5 million people) 16 years of age and
older "suffer from serious deficiencies in functional
reading ability" {Harris, 1971:59).
The Adult Performance Level Project (APL) was a four
year comprehensive study funded by the U.S. Office of
Education in the 1970s (Northcutt, 1975).

The study
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designed a series of real-world items to test functional
competency by testing abilities in coping with the
responsibilities of everyday life including communication
skills (reading, writing, speaking, and listening),
computation skills, problem solving skills, and
interpersonal relationship skills.

The U.S. Office of

Education in applying the APL standards estimated that over
20% of the U.S. population (23 million) were unable to
function adequately (cited in Kozol, 1985).

A study funded

by the Ford Foundation and published in 1979 reported that
in 1978 there were between 54 and 64 million persons sixteen
years and older who had not completed high school and were
not currently enrolled in school (Hunter, Harman, 1979:28).
Jonathan Kozol (Illiterate America) in conferring with both
the directors of the APL and David Harman, proposed the
following estimates for 1984: in terms of performance, not
grade levels completion
[There are] 25 million people reading either
not at all or at less than fifth grade level
of competence; (and] 35 million additional
persons reading at less than ninth grade level
(Kozol, 1985:10).
The functional illiteracy rate continues to climb as
societal literacy demands increase.

An estimated 2.3

million persons annually join the ranks of the functionally
illiterate (U.S. Department of Education, n.d.).
Participation in Adult Basic Education programs (ABE)
has increased as the numbers of persons lacking basic skills
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has risen.

Participation in Adult Basic Education programs

in the United States rose by almost a million from 915,936
participants in 1980 to 1,910,003 participants in 1984 (U.S.
Department of Education, 1986).

In Oregon, ABE enrollment

in Oregon Community Colleges increased 304% from 9,616 in
1974 to 29,231 in 1988 (Oregon Adult Basic Education, 1988).
Between the school years 1985-86 and 1987-88, there was a
cumulative 35% growth in Level I

(grades

o

to 8) ABE

participation (Oregon ABE Growth, 1987).
DEFINITION OF SELF-ESTEEM
William James in 1890 delineated the significant parts
of the self: the material self, or one's personal
possessions including an individual's body, the social self,
or the recognition received from others, and the spiritual
self, or the inner subjective sense of being, ego, and
consciousness of an internal and personal identity and worth
(cited in Thomas, 1980).

It is with the latter aspect that

the concept of self developed.

Coopersmith (1967) referred

to a self evaluation that a person makes which indicates the
extent of one's capabilities, significance, success, and
worthiness.

"In short, self-esteem is a personal judgment

of worthiness that is expressed in the attitudes an
individual holds" (Coopersmith, 1967:4).

Burns stated

simply:
[an) individual feels he is a person of worth,
respecting himself for what he is, not
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condemning himself for what he is not, and the
extent to which he feels positively about
himself.
Low self esteem suggests self rejection, self derogation and negative self
evaluation (Burns, 1979:55).
As an important psychological construct in explaining
or predicting behavior, self-concept embodies the notion of
a person's self perceptions (Shavelson et al., 1976:411).
Formed through one's interaction with the environment and
significant others, self-concept is defined by Shavelson in
seven features conceptualizing its meaning.

Briefly stated,

the self-concept is organized and structured.
is multifaceted.

Secondly, it

The third feature implies that the self-

concept is hierarchical and based on individual experiences.
A fourth feature states that the self-concept is stable,
that is, it seeks to maintain itself as it exists.

Fifth,

is the developmental aspect of self-concept, especially in
reference to the growth and development of children.

A

sixth feature of self-concept allows for differentiation
from other constructs such as reasoning.

Lastly, is the

connection that Shavelson draws between self-concept and
self-esteem.

This feature of the self-concept typology

highlights the sense of evaluation.

Noting the

interchangeability in past literature between the terms
self-concept and self-esteem, Shavelson reflected on the
nature of self-evaluations made in relation to social
situations, expectations of self, or in regards to the
standards of others.
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The evaluative dimension can vary in importance for different individuals and also for
different situations" (Shavelson, 1976:411-415).
Throughout the literature, the terms "self-concept" and
"self-esteem" have been used interchangeably (Wylie, 1961;
Coopersmith, 1967; Shavelson, 1976; Burns, 1979; Hansford,
Hattie, 1982).

However, the distinction between the two

words is important to note.

"Self-concept" is an organized,

composite set of regulated attitudes representing the self
as it exists consistently (Burns, 1979:57).

It is a

generalization of the formation of the person's self.

This

complex dynamic has behavioral manifestations, which
continues to define and support (either positively or
negatively) the sense of "self" (Purkey, 1970; Yamamoto,
1972; Burns, 1979).

"Self-esteem," as a sub-set of

attitudes, adds the component of evaluation to the selfconcept.

Self-esteem attaches evaluative self-perceptive

judgments of worth and respect based on how a person views
him- or herself.

Self-esteem is under scrutiny as personal

evaluative judgments are made regarding goals, levels of
achievement, moral views, and social behavioral norms.
"Self esteem means something like having faith in the self
and letting the self concept settle where it belongs, not
the other way around" (Yamamoto, 1972:214).
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FACTORS INFLUENCING SELF-ESTEEM
Adult self-esteem is a complex issue influenced by
multiple factors and framed by a sense of past experiences
and relationships.

Firstly, the subject of adult self-

esteem will be discussed in its broad context, and secondly,
self-esteem of undereducated adults in relation to learning
will be examined in more depth.
An issue of contention regarding adult self-esteem is
whether to refer to the self as an object or as a process.
Knox (1977) addressed this issue by examining typical
sources of adult security--beliefs, family, friends and
achievement.

The sense of self, Knox contended, evolves

throughout life, while reflecting the many influences of
experiences and life roles.

As the sense of self becomes

more stabilized through successful life occurrences, single
failures have less direct influence on self-esteem, either
positively or negatively.

This process of developing a

sense of self is interrupted by the discrepancy between
one's actual self and ideal self.

The hiatus or gap

provides the stimulation for continued growth.
The positiveness of self-concept and
level of self-esteem tends to increase
until middle age and then to stabilize
or gradually decline (Knox, 1977:330).
Knowles (1970:44) viewed adult self-concept in
comparison to self-concept theory of children.

Knowles

stated "the single most critical difference between children
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and adults as learners is the difference in assumptions we
make about their self-concepts".

Children begin life as

dependent beings, taken care of by adults.

The dependency

concept is reinforced until the child begins to develop a
sense of self identity.

As a child grows and matures, he or

she increasingly views the sense of self as independent and
self-directing.

The adult is "one who has arrived at a self

concept of being responsible for one's life, of being selfdirecting" (Knowles & Associates, 1984:9).
Refuting the assumption of

self~directedness

in adults,

Brookfield (1986:94-95) purported that being an adult and
arriving at a state of self-directedness are not
automatically simultaneous occurrences.

Rather, self-

directedness is desirable, but cannot be an assumption in
adults.

In the learning environment, due to dependent-type

past experiences with formal education, the opposite might
be true.

Adults might expect to be directed, rather than to

exert their self-directedness, in the learning situation.
Examining the undereducated adult, Bowren and Zintz
(1977:20) suggested the theory that failure to achieve
minimum standards of high school equivalency creates low
self-concept and guilt.

This segment of the population that

seeks to upgrade literacy skills has a clear understanding
of the skills it lacks.

The undereducated adult perceives

him- or herself as unacceptable as a learner, and as a
result, undesirable as a person.
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UNDEREDUCATED ADULTS, SELF-ESTEEM AND LEARNING
Knowles contended that adult learners no longer view
themselves as learners.

At this place in life, adults

derive their sources of fulfillment in their status as
producers: workers, spouses, parents.

When adults enter the

learning environment, they bring with them recollections of
their previous experiences as learners.

For the

undereducated adult, this might include uncertainties
concerning academic abilities and aversion to the physical
classroom space (Knowles, 1970:40).
The sense of uncomfortability in the learning
environment is echoed throughout the literature (Imel,
Grieve, n.d.; Bowren, Zintz, 1977; Darkenwald, 1980) and is
manifested by a fear or anxiety of failure.

Fingeret

documented that undereducated adults describe themselves as
concerned about their abilities to succeed in their attempts
to improve their literacy skills (Fingeret, 1984).

"This

usually is interpreted as a psychological characteristic
labeled variously fear of failure or low self-esteem and is
attributed to the individual" (Fingeret, 1984:16).
In addition to a fear of failure, new learning implies
change (Kidd, 1959).

Kidd theorized that behavioral changes

accompany new learning, and as a result, changes in selfconcept occur.

The learner can behaviorally change,

however, this new sense of identity or self must be both
acceptable and defendable (Kidd, 1959).
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A middle class perspective has previously characterized
the illiterate adult (Fingeret, 1984).

From a middle class

normative view point, the uneducated adult is compared and
classified in light of a deficit perspective.

The

undereducated adult may be characterized as inarticulate,
and unable to cope or think abstractly (Fingeret, 1984).
Moreover, this population is globally considered dependent
and incompetent by the literate society (Fingeret, 1983).
Other unempirical observations define uneducated adults as
not being able to read at all, unknowledgeable about many
issues, and unable to participate in life's activities
(Reder, Green, 1985:7).
Contrary to this perspective is a more balanced view
that considers that undereducated adults have learned
through a broad background of life experiences (Jones, 1981,
Fingeret, 1984) and have well-developed skills of all kinds,
as well as a variety of strategies for coping with written
material (Fingeret, 1983).

Multiple life roles have enabled

this population to acquire social skills and develop oral
language patterns (Jones, 1981, Fingeret, 1983).

Fingeret

(1983} studied 43 adults in a mid-size, northeastern, urban
setting and noted that illiterate adults create social
networks that include readers and non-readers.

Adults who

are regarded by others as deficient may not regard
themselves as such.

They view themselves as interdependent,

maintaining reciprocal relationships.

The conclusion of
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this study indicated that illiterate adults have developed a
large range of strategies designed to cope with the social
world (Fingeret, 1983:145).
Mainstream coping strategies coupled with low level
academic skills can have advantageous or disadvantageous
manifestations in light of the undereducated adult.
Previously acquired attitudes, values, and behaviors are
difficult to change (Kidd, 1959).

Prior negative

interactions with formal schooling can cause adults to
suffer from a negative view of him- or herself as a learner.
A lack of confidence and continued avoidance of school
experiences typifies the undereducated learner.
Frustrations arising from slight barriers in the course of
study confirm inabilities (Jones, 1981).
In discussing possible factors producing high fear or
anxiety levels in undereducated adults, Bowren and Zintz
point to a potential threat to self-concept from
inadequacies, causing adults to underestimate their
abilities (Bowren, Zintz, 1977:42).
Because disadvantaged adults have rarely
experienced success either as children in
school or in their work or social life since
leaving school, they often feel inadequate,
unable to learn and compete (National
Association for Public School Adult
Education, 1966).
However, due to prior life experience, understanding of
relationships and priorities, adults seeking to upgrade
skills can be well motivated for the task.

This population,
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in seeking to improve their quality of life, is dedicated to
success and is stimulated by learning and behavioral goals
(Jones, 1981:26).
In examining barriers or deterrents to education in low
literate adults, Hayes (1988) studied a population of 160
low literate ABE students (reading at or below sixth grade
level) in seven urban ABE programs.

The ABE students were

asked to identify the barriers that prevented their
participation in the past.

The implications from this

research were that educationally disadvantaged adults
typically experience a combination of barriers that cause
them to drop out of programs.

The perceptions of barriers

is impacted by age, sex, and educational level.

Among

groups with similar backgrounds and characteristics,
differences exist in motivation and deterrence factors.
Using a Deterrence to Participation scale developed for low
literate populations, five deterrence factors were developed
to represent the data.

Factor One (Low Self-Confidence)

reflected general low self esteem, specifically in regard to
academic ability and fear of specific tasks required in the
educational process.

Factor Two (Social Disapproval)

included items to determine the negative value placed on
education by family or friends.

Factor Three (Situational

Barriers) included items such as cost, transportation, or
family problems.

Factor Four (Negative Attitude to Classes)

measured one's dislike of school.

Factor Five (Low Personal
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Priority) was indicated by items suggesting that other
activities took precedence over education.

The resulting

typology classified six groups of low literate adults.
Twelve and six-tenths of the sample had the highest mean
score on Factor One (Low Self-Confidence), suggesting fear
of failure, perhaps in regard to prior learning difficulties
or in regard to a perception of being too old to learn.
This group was characterized by a high proportion of males
(50% compared to 32% for the sample), and a high mean age
(38.2 years compared 29.7 years for the sample).

Low Self

Confidence was the second highest factor representing 18.9%
of the sample (Hayes, 1988:7-8).
Darkenwald (1980), examined continuing education and
the "hard-to-reach" adult, which included those people who
have "little formal education," and "the elderly, the
disadvantaged, blue-collar workers, the handicapped, the
geographically isolated and many other identifiable groups
and sub-groups in the general population" (Darkenwald,
1980:1).

Darkenwald theorized that the most important

factors characterizing the hard-to-reach adult include the
following:

(1) social status, consisting of low socio-

economic status based on educational attainment,
occupational status, and income; (2) age, indicated by low
participation in educational activities for people age 55
and older; and (3) geographic isolation due to illness or
handicapping situations (Darkenwald, 1980:2-4).

Darkenwald
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classified the barriers to participation for adults into
four categories: informational barriers, situational
barriers, institutional barriers, and attitudinal barriers
(Darkenwald, 1980:5-6).

The impact of undereducated adults

is experienced throughout, however, the last barrier holds
special significance for this population.
Attitudinal barriers are individually and
collectively held beliefs, values, attitudes
or perceptions that inhibit participation in
organized learning activities.
[The] ...
intangible barriers are for many people much
more formidable than tangible ones. How
individuals think about themselves, their
world, and the uses of education profoundly
influences their dispositions and actions
regarding continuing education" (Darkenwald,
1980:6).
Attitudinal barriers entail the notions that "schools are
for children", or "learning is dull and difficult"
(Darkenwald, 1980:6).

Devaluing the educational arena as a

possible positive setting, undereducated adults approach the
learning environment with negative, preconceived ideas of
potential benefits to be gained.
In order to further understand the characteristics of
the illiterate adult, it is helpful to examine the reasons
why adults choose to upgrade their basic skills and their
goals.

In Starting over: Characteristics of adult literacy

learners {1987) Smith-Burke designed a study to collect
descriptive information from adults whose reading grade
level scores were in the

o to 4.9 range.

In a survey taken,

questions were asked to determine what makes adults decide
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to attend literacy programs.

Selected from 15 program

sites, 32 ABE students were interviewed.

In response to the

questions "Why did you decide to attend this program?
do you hope to learn from it?",

What

the most frequent response

was job-related (16 responses), however, 10 of the 20 women
in the study were the head of their households, and 22 of
the total participants were unemployed.

The second priority

was attainment of a GED (General Equivalency Development),
often desired for personal reasons, with 12 adults
indicating this as a priority.

The third most frequently

mentioned motivational reasons (two categories mentioned
each by 11 participants) were for self-improvement and
because of embarrassment.

Balmuth (1986), in a review of

adult literacy research, generalized
employment goals (to gain or upgrade
employment), hopes related to children,
and a desire for self improvement are
among the strongest verbalized motives
in almost every study (Balmuth,1986:11).
SELF-ESTEEM AND OTHER SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Two salient features of the study population were
employment status and hearing impairment.

These two

characteristics are examined below.
Hearing Impairment
"The study of self-concept in relation to deafness
has ... theoretical significance for the understanding of
human development ... " began a paper presented at the 88th
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Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association
in 1980 discussing deafness and self-esteem (Meadow,
1980:3).

Delays in language development, coupled with

difficulties in using the language system of the hearing
community, poses major problems for the hearing-impaired.
The author, Kathryn Meadow from Galluadet College in
Washington DC, postulated that the cultural definition of a
disabled person in its negative sense, carries over to the
adult, with implications for self-concept and self-esteem.
Meadow outlined five theoretical issues that have possible
implications in the connection between self-esteem and
deafness.

These five issues deal with the following: 1) the

development of self-concept in light of language
deficiencies, 2) the influence of language in developing
concepts about the self, 3) the influence of parental
feelings towards the hearing-impaired child and the
manifestation of those feelings in the development of the
child's view of him or herself, 4) the influence of delayed
abilities to build personal bonds and consequences for selfesteem, and 5) the influence of negative social and cultural
views towards disabled people and the possible effects on
self esteem and self concept (Meadow, 1980:4-5).
Most importantly, Meadow discussed problems associated
with the assessment of self-esteem using instruments
developed for hearing populations.

A self-esteem study of

109 subjects newly enrolled at the National Technical
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Institute for the Deaf utilized the Tennessee Self Concept
Scale as an assessment instrument.

The students were

retested two weeks later, and the results indicated that the
subjects had a "limited understanding of both the questions
posed and the implications of various response choices"
(Garrison, Tesch and Decaro, 1978:974).

The authors

concluded that "there is no evidence to indicate that deaf
students can be compared accurately with hearing individuals
on the variables assessed in the TSCS" (Garrison, Tesch and
De Caro, 1978:973).

Furthermore, an analysis of the test

items indicated that 33% (33/100) of the items contained
linguistic structures suggested as biased against hearing
impaired test takers (Meadow, 1980:6).
A study designed to examine the difference in socialemotional patterns among hearing-impaired students in
different educational settings, Farrugia and Austin (1980)
grouped 200 subjects (ages 10-15) into four categories: 1)
deaf students in public schools, 2) deaf students in
residential schools, 3) hard-of-hearing students in public
schools, and 4) hearing students in public schools.

An

inventory in research form, the Meadow/Kendall SocialEmotional Assessment Inventory for Deaf Students, was used
because of its appropriateness for hearing-impaired
students.

There were scoring procedures built into the test

to eliminate questions not applicable to hearing students.
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The results indicated
.•. hard-of-hearing students and deaf students
in public school appear to demonstrate lower
levels of self-esteem than other students.
Deaf students in public schools also appeared
to demonstrate lower levels of social,
emotional, and mature behaviors (Farrugia and
Austin, 1980:535).
The authors discussed that a possible explanation for these
results is related to the "social isolation and social
rejection that the deaf student appears to experience in the
company of hearing peers" (Farrugia and Austin, 1980:539).
Employment
In the years following the Depression of the 1930s,
research documented the positive connection between selfesteem and employment status (Bakke, 1933; Pratt, 1933;
Komarovsky, 1940).

These studies suffered from a variety of

problems including ambiguous definitions of self-esteem,
methodological inconsistencies, and a lack of a theoretical
base (Perfetti, Bingham, 1983; Larson, 1984).

However,

recent research on this issue has reported similar findings.
Larson conducted research examining the effect of
unemployment on husband and wife self-esteem.

Issues of

marital adjustment/communication and satisfaction with
family relationships were among the variables studied.
Information was collected from 40 employed and 41 unemployed
blue-collar couples using the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale.
Although the unemployed group (husbands only) did report low
scores on marital and family factors, this group did not
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report lower feelings of self-esteem.

In identifying

possible reasons for this seemingly contrary finding, Larson
discussed several factors.

The unemployed group was

younger, recently unemployed, and had reached a higher
educational level compared to the employed group.

These

factors might have contributed to the "positive influence on
the unemployed men--giving them more self-confidence and a
more optimistic attitude about future employment" (Larson,
1984:509).

According to the author, the "results suggest

that relatively more education coupled with youth may result
in less threat to self-esteem" (Larson, 1984:509).
Another study was designed to test Super's theory
hypothesizing that choice of occupation was important in
seeking self-actualization.

In its evaluative sense,

positive self-esteem is manifested in people who have
implemented self-concepts through employment (Super, 1957).
Perfetti and Bingham (1983) selected male metal refinery
workers.

They looked at 97 employed workers, re-employed

workers, and unemployed workers.

Using the Rosenberg Self-

Esteem Scale, their results indicated that the unemployed
workers scored lower in self-esteem than the other two
groups.

The mean rank score for the unemployed group was

18.5 while the re-employed and employed groups scored 36.5
and 52.8 respectively.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (1982)
reported findings from questionnaires and telephone surveys
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of 15 unemployed men and 15 unemployed women 35 years and
older residing in the Pacific Northwest who had been
unemployed for at least six months in order to determine how
unemployment affects people in the following areas: economic
effects, psychological impacts, family/sociological effects,
barriers to further education, retraining and relocation to
find employment.

Psychological impacts were reported by ten

of the respondents.

These preliminary findings indicated

that diminishing feelings of self-worth were expressed by
one-third of the respondents (NWREL, 1982).
THEORY AND RESEARCH: SELF-ESTEEM AND ACHIEVEMENT
In general, theory and research has persistently linked
self-concept and academic achievement in children (Purkey,
1970; Burns, 1979; Thomas, 1980).
For generations, wise teachers have sensed
the significant and positive relationship
between a student's concept of himself and
his performance in school. They believed
that the students who feel good about
themselves and their abilities are the ones
who are most likely to succeed (Purkey,
1970:14).
Purkey hesitated, however, before assuming a causal
relationship between the two variables.
However, a great deal of caution is needed
before one assumes that either the self
concept determines scholastic performance or
that scholastic performance shapes the self
concept.
It may be that the relationship
between the two is caused by some factor yet
to be determined. The best evidence now
available suggests that it is a two-way
street, that there is a continuous
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interaction between the self and academic
achievement, and that each directly influences
the other (Purkey, 1970:23).
The reciprocal relationship between the two variables
indicated that change in one seems to be associated with
change in the other (Marsh, 1984) and the causal
relationship cannot be determined (Scheirer and Kraut,
1979) .
At the present state of knowledge it seems
reasonable to assume that the relationship
between self concept and academic attainment
is reciprocal, not unidirectional. Academic
success raises or maintains self esteem,
while self esteem influences performance
through expectations, standards, recognition
of personal strengths, higher motivation and
level of persistence. There is a continuous
interplay between the benefits gained from
self esteem increasing the likelihood of
increased competencies and academic success,
and the influence of academic success on
increasing confidence, expectations and
standards (Burns, 1979:283).
Thomas (1980) reflected upon the dynamics of the
relationship between self-concept and achievement and
theorized
... if a person considers a given school
subject particularly valuable to him for his
desired work, career, or leisure ambitions
then failure in that subject will devalue his
opinion of his ability in that area. Such
failure will tend to lower his rating of his
ability in other capacities and may indeed
lower his whole self-esteem ... It seems
reasonable that a pupil's self-concept
characteristics will play a role in his
reactions to success and failure (Thomas,
1980:65-66).
He argued for the unity of the two variables.
intertwining outcomes, Thomas added

As a set of
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... self-esteem is not something separate from
performance but rather integral to it. It is
through achievement that academic selfconf idence grows, and increased confidence in
turn promotes achievement through inspiring
further learning. In short, confidence and
competence must increase together for either
of them to flower" (Thomas, 1980:67).
Prior to the 1950s, researchers limited their inquiries
regarding the explanation of academic success to factors
including I.Q., social class, parental interest, ethnicity,
and gender (Burns, 1979).

Soon thereafter, the focus began

to include personality influences, the major one being the
attitudes of self-perception.

Burns noted several

considerations regarding the significance of the
relationship connecting self-esteem and academic
achievement.
research.

The first bears the most importance on this

Burns noted

•.. the array of correlations linking selfconcept level and achievement, while positive
and statistically significant, tends to hover
in the region of 0.30 and 0.40, a level which
is not all that striking, indicating only
that up to around 16 per cent of the variance
in academic performance can be 'explained' in
terms of self-concept level (Burns,
1979:280).
Taking into account other important factors to consider
in academic achievement, it is not surprising to find that
self-concept alone has a moderate influence.

In addressing

this concern, Burns suggested that weak correlations were
found due to the "frequent use of general self-concept
scales which are far too wide ranging, with items nosing
into a broad spectrum of areas unrelated to educational
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endeavours" (Burns, 1979:280).

Burns continued to suggest

that self-concept needs to be assessed in relation to
particular and specific variables with questions pertaining
to those specific variables.
Studies have positively connected various aspects of
academic achievement with facets and levels of self-concept
(Wirth, 1977; Marsh, 1984; Lawrence, 1985; Hadley, 1988).
However, one of the earliest, largest, and well-known
studies was conducted in 1964, by Brookover and Associates.
With a sample of 1,050 urban 7th grade students in which the
Self Concept of Ability Scale was used, the research team
tested three hypotheses: 1) self concept of ability is
positively related to academic performance, 2) self concept
of ability is differentiated into specific self-concepts
which correspond to specific subject areas, and 3) self
concept of ability is significantly and positively related
to the evaluation one perceives that others have of his/her
ability.

The results of this important piece of research

indicated
1) There is a significant and positive
correlation between self-concept and
performance in the academic role; this
relationship is substantial even when
measured I.Q. is controlled. 2) There are
specific self-concepts of ability related to
specific areas of academic role performance,
which differ from the general self-concept of
ability. These are, in some subjects
significantly better predictors of specific
subject achievement than is the general selfconcept of ability. 3) Self-concept is
significantly and positively correlated with
the perceived evaluations that significant
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others hold of the student; however, it is
the composite image rather than the images of
specific others that appear to be most
closely correlated with the student's selfconcept in specific subjects (Brookover,
Thomas and Paterson, 1964:278).
There is a scarcity of research that examines the
relationship between self-esteem and achievement in the
adult population, and in the low literate adult population
there is virtually none.

An early study investigated

nonintellectual variables and academic achievement, both
relational and predictive.

The subjects were from the 1967

Sophomore Class at the University of Texas, Austin.

The

nonintellectual variables included an identity awareness
scale reflecting self-development and integration, a selfconcept of ability scale comprised of items relating selfconcept of ability to academic achievement, and a selfexpectations inventory relating behaviors relevant to
academic achievement.

The academic achievement and aptitude

variables included the grade point average and the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).

Using 877 subjects, the

results indicated the
.•. measures of self-perception appeared to be
positively related to scholastic achievement,
although they are not equally effective
predictors of achievement. Brookover's scale
on the self-concept of ability as a student
proved the most effective and consistent
predictor, even better that the SAT (Jones,
Grieneeks, 1970:203).
Davisson (1979) investigated reading deficient entering
college freshman students.

Davisson researched whether
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these students' self-concepts differentially affected
reading gains when using different methods of instruction.
Pretested for both reading (Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form
A) and self-concept levels (Personal Self Subscale of the
TSCS), students were randomly assigned to classes teaching
either content teaching of reading (through a subject area
textbook) or artificial teaching of reading (through
commercially prepared reading study skills books).

The

findings of the semester-long study suggested that students'
self-concepts did not differentially affect reading gains in
the two different methods of instruction.

Students in both

groups made comparable gains in reading (Davisson, 1979).
Curtis (1982) studied community college readers'
perceptions of themselves as readers and the relationship of
those perceptions to reading ability.

The study also

examined the effects that process-oriented reading
instruction had upon those perceptions.

Reading placement

scores and an attitude survey regarding the reading process
and reading self-concept were implemented.

T-test scores

(p < .05) of the 15 subjects enrolled in a "Reading
Efficiency" class showed significant improvement in
students' attitudes about themselves as readers and in their
attitudes regarding the reading process.

Interviews

conducted revealed an important theme concerning the
internalization of the image of a competent reader.
Subjects' interviews revealed
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.•• instruction and attitude of the
classroom teacher are instrumental in
fostering better self-concepts and in
changing attitudes about the nature of
the reading process (Curtis, 1982:6).
A report of research-in-progress focusing on "the
effectiveness of a whole language oriented literacy program
in furthering the reading and writing abilities of adult
learners in

ABE programs" (Patton, Roskos, in press) is

examining the lasting effects of the literacy programs on
students' achievement and self-perceptions six months after
becoming involved with the literacy program.

Using

standardized instruments to measure cognition and the TSCS
to measure the affective area, preliminary findings are
indicating
... students' self-concepts/self-esteem
are consistently low upon entry into the
ABE sites; however, improvement tends to
occur as the length of the students'
participation increases (Patton, Roskos,
in press).
In summary, documented interactions between self-esteem
and achievement in children coupled with initial research
regarding adult readers indicates that additional
information on adults is an important next step.

Theory and

research suggests that the relationship between the
variables is consistent in predicting academic success in
children.

Expanding upon the information to date,

speculations can be made that the relationship between selfesteem and achievement is also notable in the low literate
adult population.

Considering the characteristics of

"
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undereducated adults, and noting the increasing problem of
adult illiteracy, the relationship between self-esteem and
achievement in this population deserves attention.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
RESEARCH QUESTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate the
relationship between self-esteem and reading comprehension
in the low literate adult population.
HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis is presented in three sections.

First,

it is hypothesized that the study population will show an
increase in reading comprehension over the course of study.
Second, the subjects will show an increase in self-esteem
over the course of study.

Lastly, it is hypothesized that

there is a positive correlation between the increase in
self-esteem and the increase in reading comprehension in low
level reading adults over the course of the study.
STUDY DESIGN, STUDY SETTING, AND SUBJECTS
This study was a one group design format.

The study

was descriptive and correlational in nature and took place
at the Southeast Center of Portland Community College.
Portland Community College is a large, multi-campus
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community college that serves urban, suburban and rural
populations.

The college offers a broad base of credit and

non-credit courses and covers 15,000 square miles.

The

college-wide average student age for the school year 19881989 was 35.7 (S. Bach, personal communication, May, 1990).
As a non-credit course, 431 students were served in the
Adult Basic Education program throughout the entire college
system in the 1989 Fall term (J. Ponce, personal
communication, June 29, 1990.)
The 21 student sample for this study was taken from an
Adult Basic Education class held at the Southeast Center of
Portland Community College.

Adults attend the open

entry/open exit class in order to upgrade their basic
skills.

The class met five days a week for three hours a

day, from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
weeks.

Each term runs eleven

Approximately 30% of class time was spent on reading

instruction, divided between individualized and teacherdirected instruction.

Reading practice also occurred

throughout the program in the instruction of other subjects
such as writing, spelling, grammar, and math.

Minimum

attendance requirements for study participation was 45%.
The 21 students in the sample ranged in age from 20 to 60.
students' initial reading levels fell in the

o to fifth

grade range.
Class time was divided between individualized learning
and group instruction.

Students were initially assessed and
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placed in materials and small instructional groups
appropriate to their skill level.

The class was staffed

with two teachers and at least two volunteer tutors each
day.

Reading instruction occurred in small groups (five to

eight students) with an instructor.
included oral reading and discussion.

This instruction
Critical reading

skills, problem solving and interpretation were stressed.
Students continued their seatwork individually or with other
students.

Mathematics, writing, and spelling were

individualized, although students were encouraged to work
together.
class.

Language and vocabulary were taught to the entire

Science, geography and a newspaper discussion group

were optional learning sections for the students.

Films on

a variety of topics and captioned for the hearing-impaired,
were shown once a week.

Speakers from the community came

every two weeks to speak to the class on topics including
health care, nutrition, employment opportunities, and the
community library services.

Once a week an instructor read

aloud to the class from a book written by an Oregon author.
At the end of the term, the author visited the class to
share his experiences as a writer.
An independently conducted self-reported Student
Profile (see Appendix A) completed during the course of
study indicated that 39% of the students had been in the
program up to two terms.

Thirty-six percent of the students

reported attending the class between two terms and one year.
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Twenty-five percent of the students indicated that they had
come to the ABE class for two or more years.

While

attending public school, 32% of the students reported
attending a special education program.

In addition, 69%

indicated that they have a type of disability including
physical disabilities (hearing or speech-impairment,
epilepsy), mental illness, job related injuries, or

.

developmental disabilities.

A majority of the students

reported receiving assistance (Social Security Insurance,
disability compensation, or worker's compensation).
INSTRUMENTATION
Two instruments were selected; one to assess selfesteem and one to assess reading comprehension.

A self-made

demographic survey was devised to collect descriptive
information.

The Counseling form of the Tennessee Self

Concept Scale (TSCS) measured self-esteem and was selected
as it is a self-esteem measure intended for individuals
"aged 12 or older who can read at approximately a fourthgrade level or higher" (Roid, Fitts, 1988:1).
the test can be administered orally.

Additionally,

The Piers Harris and

Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale were reviewed for use in the
study.

The Piers Harris was designed for use with children

and therefore not appropriate for the study population.
Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale, although a short ten item
assessment, was reviewed and judged to be too vague and

The
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difficult to understand.

Additionally, it was determined

that the short length of the instrument might cause internal
validity problems.
The comprehension section of the Brigance Comprehensive
Inventory of Basic Skills measured reading comprehension in
half year increments after primer level, from lower first
grade to upper third and in full year increments from fourth
through ninth grade.

This measure is currently used to

assess grade level reading abilities in the study setting.
Although designed for use with children, the instrument was
selected because it provides grade level indications in a
non-threatening manner.

The graded paragraphs are short;

the print is large, and test-taking time is minimal.
Tennessee Self Concept Scale
This instrument was developed to study and understand
human behavior (Fitts, W. H., 1964).

The scale consists of

100 self-descriptive items rated on a five-point rating
scale (see Appendix B).

It is self-administering with

individuals or groups and can be given orally.

The TSCS can

be used with subjects age 12 and up with a minimum reading
level of fourth grade.
completion.

There is no time limit for

The Counseling form was designed for use by

counselors in academic settings and community agencies and
can be used for self-interpretation.
subscales.

The scale contains two

The Self Criticism scale includes 10 items that

are mildly derogatory and seeks to test for validity and
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candidness.

Most people can admit that these items are true

for themselves.

Denial of most of these statements

indicates defensiveness; the test taker might be attempting
to create a favorable image of him or herself or refusing to
admit to common weaknesses.

Low scores point to an

indication that the subject has not been honest.

The

remaining 90 items comprise the Total Positive Subscale.
They are equally divided between positive and negative
items.

Other sub categories of the scale (row and column

scores) provide measures of identity, self satisfaction,
behavior, physical self, moral-ethical self, personal. self,
family self, and social self.
calculated.

Two other scores are

The Variability score indicates the consistency

of self-perception across the sub categories, with high
scores suggesting high variability, reflecting little unity.
in self-perceptions.

The Distribution score is a reflection

of how the subject distributes his/her responses across the
five-point scale.

Low scores indicate frequent responses in

the middle range, while high scores are characteristic of
frequent extreme responses.

The TSCS provides an overall

profile of self-esteem, with high Total Positive scores and
low Variability scores indicating general feelings of selfworth, personal value, and self-confidence.

Low Total

Positive scores and high Variability scores indicate doubts
concerning self-worth, and a lack of confidence (Burns,
1979; Mitchell, 1985; Roid, Fitts, 1988).
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The group from which the norms were developed was from
a sample of 626 persons, age 12-68.

Equal numbers of both

male and female subjects were represented as well as a broad
range of socio-economic and ethnic groupings.

The test-

retest coefficients of all major scores are given (see
Appendix C).

Other evidence of reliability is found in the

similarity of profile patterns found through repeated
measures of the same individuals over long periods of time
and through various types of profile analysis.

The authors

have demonstrated that the distinctive features of the
individual reliability coefficients are still present for
most persons a year or more later (Roid, Fitts, 1988).
Reliability coefficients for the various profile categories
used in computing the NOS (Number of Deviant Signs score)
fall mostly in the .80 to .90 range (Roid, Fitts, 1988).
Validation procedures cover both content validity and
construct validity (correlation with other personality
measures) .

Content validity is demonstrated by a

classification system which is used for row and column
scores.

This system is dependable, as each item was

retained only by unanimous agreement by judges that it was
classified correctly (Roid, Fitts, 1988:87-88).

Most of the

TSCS scores correlate with other personality measures, such
as, the MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory),
the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, and the Inventory
of Feelings (Roid, Fitts, 1988:70-76).
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The TSCS can be orally administered or selfadministered with either groups or individuals.

The answer

sheet is arranged so that the subject responds to every
other item.
confusion.

Clear instructions are necessary to avoid
Minimal training of test administrators is

necessary.
A number of concerns regarding the TSCS have been noted
(Bentler, Suinn, 1972) which relate to problems with the
manual.

Some of the concerns related to the absence of

information concerning the internal structure of the test,
the interpretation of the data base, test validation, and
test interpretation.

Scoring methods are extensive and

tedious although well organized in the test packet.

The

TSCS, in summary, is one of the better measures combining
group discrimination with self-concept information (Bures,
1972).
Brigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills
The Brigance is a criterion referenced specificobjective test (Brigance, A. H., 1983) that covers a range
of skill areas for levels pre-kindergarten to ninth grade
(see Appendix D).

The comprehension section of the Brigance

consists of short, graded paragraphs based on a Fry
Readability, which indicates reading level by grade level.,
Forms A and B are available for split-half reliability.
test is teacher-administered for reading levels primer to
upper first grade.

For each of these levels, the student

The
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reads a passage and then answers oral questions.

For the

remaining levels, lower second to ninth, the Brigance is
self-administering.

The student reads the passage which is

followed by multiple choice comprehension questions.
Students circle the letter of the correct response.

There

are three possible answer choices for levels lower second
through upper second grade.

For the remaining levels, lower

third through ninth, there are four answer choices.

Four

out of five correct answers (80%) are necessary for mastery.
Time limits are based on teacher discretion.

Reading

ability is assessed in half year increments after the primer
level, from lower first to upper third grade, and in full
year increments from fourth through ninth grade {Mitchell,
1985) .
There are no reliability or validity data available.
However, when both Forms A and B are used (a total of ten
comprehension questions) face validity is quite high.

As a

currently used assessment tool to indicate grade level
abilities, the Brigance is successful in providing the
information accurately, quickly, and with little
embarrassment to the test-taker.

Seven out of ten correct

responses (cumulative total) on Forms A and B were required
for placement at a given grade level.
The major concerns of this instrument {Mills, Swerdlik,
1985) surround the lack of appropriate information on item
quality, content and construct validity, and alternative
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form reliability.

These issues limit the generalizability

of the test results.

The reviewers agree that the test

appears to yield useful information which is easily utilized
for individual assessment in educational programs.

It is

recommended that the test be used in conjunction with a
norm-referenced test.

The testing kit refers to an

assessment of content validity; however, results of this
assessment are not presented.
construct validity.

No mention is made of

The test author, A. Brigance indicated

that test paragraphs were chosen through a review of the
most recently published tests of several commonly used basal
readers (Mills, Swerdlik, 1985).
Demographic Survey
A Demographic Survey was constructed to further
describe the study population (see Appendix E).

Information

collected yielded the following information: gender, highest
grade achieved in school, parent's educational level,
employment status, and type of employment.
DATA COLLECTION
The TSCS was pilot tested during the 1989 Summer
session with six students in the same class in which the
study was conducted.

It was noted that the answer sheet was

confusing to follow, and some of the vocabulary was
difficult to understand.
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In the Fall of 1989, the comprehension section of the
Brigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills was given
to the students as they entered the ABE class at the
beginning of the term.

The instructions to the students

were to read each paragraph and then answer the multiple
choice questions following each paragraph by circling the
letter of the correct answer.

Students who were unable to

read the initial paragraph at lower second grade level were
given the test orally.

These subjects were asked to read

paragraphs beginning at a primer level and then answer oral
questions.

Testing stopped when subjects missed more than

70% of the questions.

Subjects completed both paragraphs

for each level (form A and B).
untimed.

The reading assessment was

Administration continued throughout the first two

weeks of the term, however, all but three students took the
test within the first week of the term.

Assessing reading

level is standard procedure ·for placement of students in
instructional materials in the ABE program.
On the Friday of the first week of the term, the
research project was discussed with students.

The Informed

Consent forms (see Appendix F) were passed out and were
reviewed thoroughly.

Questions were answered, and the forms

were signed by the students.

A demographic questionnaire

was also completed at this time (see Appendix E).
of the TSCS was administered orally on this day.

One-half
Make-ups

were given on the following Monday and individually skipped
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items were answered throughout the second week.
half was given at the end of the second week.

The second
The first

half of the test took one hour to administer, and the second
half took 45 minutes.

The students were given paper markers

to use to help them keep their place as subjects respond to
every other item on the answer form.

The five-point scale

is printed on the cover of the test booklet.

All students

had a printed copy of the description of the scale in front
of them so they could refer to it as needed.

A few of the

students chose to follow the printed test booklet, however,
most concentrated on the oral reading of the instrument.
The hearing-impaired students followed the same testing
procedures with the exception that an interpreter signed the
test items for the students.

The normal course of

instruction proceeded throughout the 11 week term.

The

subjects were posttested using the same assessment
instruments and test administration procedures the tenth and
eleventh week of the term.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis was completed using Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

T-tests were conducted on

pre- and posttest scores for both the comprehension section
the Brigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills and the
Tennessee Self Concept Scale.

The Pearson Correlation

Coefficient assessed the correlation between the gain in
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reading and change in self-esteem and also was utilized to
control for the effects of the demographic variables.

The

analyses were performed using a .05 level of significance.

LIMITATIONS
Important study limitations deserve attention.

They

include the following issues: 1) the Tennessee Self Concept
Scale including test administration, the self-report nature
of the test and the stability of self-esteem, 2) the
Brigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills and the
lack of critical norming information, and 3) design concerns
including the length of the study, sample size and the
influence of unrelated stress factors.
Tennessee Self Concept Scale
Test administration.

There were a variety of concerns

related to the administration of the instrument.

The non-

sequential ordering of the test items (respondents answer
every other item) was initially a problem, even though
subjects used markers as a guide.
the marking system became clearer.

As the test proceeded,
The phrasing of some

test items was confusing, especially statements posed in the
negative. For example, Item number 7 reads "I am neither too
fat nor too thin."

Item number 59 reads "My friends have no

confidence in me."

These statements were difficult because

the subjects were unclear as to exactly what the statement
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meant.

Other test statements contained sophisticated

vocabulary or concepts, such as Item number 25, "I am
satisfied with my moral behavior."

Additionally, subjects

appeared to have difficulty in distinguishing between shades
of truth or falseness.

For example, the scale

discriminations ("completely false, mostly false, partly
true and partly false, mostly true and completely true")
were conceptually difficult for some students (see Table II
for extreme ranges on Distribution scores) .
Self-reporting test information.

Wylie (1961)

discussed the methodological problems inherent in selfconcept research.

The self-report nature of self-concept

instruments is an important consideration.
We would like to assume that subject's
self-report responses are determined by
his phenomenal field. However, we know
that it would be naive to take this for
granted, since it is obvious that such
responses may also be influenced by (a)
subject's intent to select what he
wished to reveal to the examiner; (b)
subject's intent to say that he has
attitudes or perceptions which he does
not have; (c) subject's response habits,
particularly those involving
introspection and the use of language;
(d) a host of situational and
methodological factors which may not
only induce variations in (a), (b) and
(c), but may exert other more
superficial influences on the responses
obtained (Wylie, 1961:24).
Purkey (1970) and Burns (1979) discussed the two
methods of collecting information regarding self concept:
observation and self-report.

Of the latter, Burns noted
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that self-reporting self-concept information makes available
"what a person is willing to reveal about himself" (Burns,
1979:74).

This reflects on the differentiation between the

self-concept and the self-report of the self-concept.

The

accurateness of the information depends upon
(a) the clarity of the individual's
awareness; (b) the availability of
adequate symbols for expression; (c) the
willingness of the individual to
cooperate; (d) social expectancy; (e)
the individual's feeling of personal
adequacy; (f) his feelings of freedom
from threat" (Burns, 1979:75).
Purkey concluded his discussion of the problems of selfreport evaluations with
there are a host of contaminating
variables in self-reports ..• this means
that conclusions about self-concept
based solely on self-reports must be
taken with a great deal of salt.
However, in spite of their weaknesses
and limitations, self-reports do reveal
characteristics of the self .•• (Purkey,
1970:60-61).
Acknowledging and considering the limitations while
supporting the positive nature of self-report, Burns
indicated that "Self-report techniques are literally the
only method available for measuring the self concept, and if
they are to be rejected then psychology would be seriously
limited" (Burns, 1979:77).
Stability of self-esteem.

The second issue of concern

regarding self-esteem is the stability or consistency of the
construct and how often one can expect to detect changes.
The TSCS manual reports that the test-retest reliability
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change scores are quite small for a median time period of
six weeks (Roid, Fitts, 1988:66).

Purkey (1970) discussed

self-image shifts and stated that the perception of self is
"ultraconservative" and "resists change and strives for
consistency" {Purkey, 1970:11).

In support of the

organization and consistency provided by the self, change is
resisted as much as possible.

Purkey added, however, that

"the self will change if conditions are favorable" (Purkey,
1970:12).

The TSCS manual also states "It is logical to

expect that certain life experiences would affect the way in
which a person sees himself or herself" (Roid, Fitts,
1988:81).

However, changes are reflected in predictable

ways (Roid, Fitts, 1988).
Pendergast and Binder (1975) reported the testing of
the relationships of selected self-concept and academic
achievement measures.

Using the Pearson product-moment

correlation coefficient, they found that of the three
instruments reviewed, the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, the
Brookover Self-Concept of Ability Scale, and the Rosenberg
Self-Esteem Scale, the TSCS showed the highest correlation
with reading (.984 with p < .001)

(Pendergast and Binder,

1975:94).
Brigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills
The lack of reliability and validity information for
the instrument presented an important concern.

The choice

of this test was made due to the ease of administration and
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appropriateness to the population under study.

The Brigance

gives grade level indications in a non-threatening manner.
The passages are short and test taking time is minimized.
Even though the Brigance is used in ABE classes to assess
comprehension for placement in instructional materials, the
test was designed for use with children.
Design concerns
Length of the study.

The question regarding the

detection of change in either of the two variables within
the given time frame is important to note.
eleven weeks.

The term ran for

Testing of both variables took place the

first two weeks and the last two weeks in order to obtain
complete information on all subjects.

The actual time to

demonstrate change was seven weeks.
Sample size.

The original design of the study was to

include a minimum of 30 subjects with the inclusion of as
many as possible.

"For correlational studies at least 30

subjects are needed to establish the existence or
nonexistence of a relationship" (Gay, 1987:115).

However,

the open entry/open exit nature of the program, coupled with
the attendance minimum set at 45%, limited the participation
of subjects to 21.
Unrelated stress factors.

General life events of

significance could have confounded the results of the study.
None of the subjects underwent major life changes
(employment changes, major illness, marriage, divorce,
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family death) during the course of study.

However, it must

be noted that all confounding influences brought about by
stress factors were not controlled within the limits of the
study.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The results of the demographic survey are presented in
Table I.

Ten students reported 12 or more years of

education, and one student reported two years of college in
a foreign country.

However, the mean of the highest grade

completed for the five foreign born subjects was 10.6, while
the mean for the sixteen U.S. born subjects was 9.4 years.
Of the five hearing-impaired students, three were
significantly impaired and use sign language to communicate.
The remaining two students were hard-of-hearing and obtained
hearing aids after the course of the study.

In the

significantly hearing-impaired subjects, two of the three
attended special schools for the deaf, while the remaining
one attended a public school.

The mean of highest grade

completed for the three significantly hearing-impaired was
11.33, while the mean for the two hard-of-hearing was sixth
grade.

It should be noted that one of the hard-of-hearing

subjects had no schooling, and the other completed 12th
grade.
An additional piece of information collected was
education of the subjects' parents.
unknown for 15 (71.4%) of the sample.

Father's education was
For the remaining six
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students, the average education of the fathers was nine
years.

Four of the six fathers completed 12 or more years

of education.

Mother's education was unknown for 14 (66.7%)

of the sample.

For the remaining third of the mothers,

average education was ten years.

Four of the seven mothers

completed 12 or more years of education.

TABLE I
RESULTS OF DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Demographic Factors
Age

Number
20-60 yrs.
(range)

Percent

-

Mean
38 yrs.

9

42.9

-

12

57.1

-

6

28.6

9-14

15

71.4

11.6

Unemployed

15

71.4

6

28.6

Part-time

4

66.7

-

Full-time

2

33.3

-

16

76.2

5

23.8

16

76.2

-

5

23.8

-

Female
Gender
Male
Highest
Grade
Completed

0-8

5
9.7

Employment
Employed

Hearing

Hearing

Status

Hearing-Impaired

Origin
of
Birth

U.S. Born
Foreign Born
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Employment status was ascertained for the sample.

Jobs

for the six students who reported part or full time work
included housekeeper, volunteer, tavern security guard
(bouncer), lawn mower, telephone solicitor, and dishwasher.
Findings of the pre- and posttest scores for the
Tennessee Self Concept Scale are presented in Table II.

The

mean Total Positive scores changed between pre- and
posttests by a value of 10.6 (mean of 319.7 for the pretest
and 330.3 for the posttest).
the 0.039 level.

This change was significant at

The lower end of the range of the Total

Positive scores changed from 253 (pretest) to 266 (posttest)
while the upper end of the range changed from 357 (pretest)
to 415 (posttest).
The mean t-test scores for Self Criticism decreased by
a 0.9, from a 33.0 (pretest) to a 32.1 (posttest).
change is not significant (p

=

.191).

This

The mean Variability

scores decreased by 6.1, from 53.8 (pretest) to 47.7
(posttest).

The downward direction of the Variability score

is expected if self-esteem improves, and the degree of
change is significant at the .015 level.

The mean scores

for Distribution decreased by 3, from 128.4 (pretest) to
125.4 (posttest).
.275).

This change is not significant (p

=

17-62
range
85-170
extremes

Distribution

27-50
extremes

Self
Criticism

Variability

317-405
range

Total
Positive

Normal
Range
and
Extremes

85-187

32-91

26-49

253 357

range

128.4

53.8

33.0

319.7

mean

Pretest

58-190

27-85

20-48

266 415

range

125.7

47.7

32.1

330.3

mean

Post test

( 3. 0)

(6.1)

(0.9)

10.6

No.

.275

.015

.191

.039

w

01

Level of Significance

Changes in
Mean Score (-)

PRE- AND POSTTEST RESULTS FOR TSCS AND LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE
(USING A t - TEST)

TABLE II
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An increase in positive self-esteem using the TSCS is
reflected in a correlation between increasing Total Positive
scores with decreasing Variability scores (Roid, Fitts,
1988:17).

Table III presents the correlation coefficient

and P value for the change in Total Positive and change in
Variability scores from pre- and posttests for the study
population.

The correlation is not statistically

significant (p = .303).

TABLE III
CORRELATION IN MEAN SCORES BETWEEN CHANGE IN TOTAL POSITIVE
AND CHANGE IN VARIABILITY (USING PEARSON CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT AT .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, DF=19)

Total Positive
c.c.

Level of Significance

.1192

jvariability

.303

Findings of the pre- and posttest scores for the
Brigance Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills are
presented in Table IV.

The mean change between pre- and

posttest increased a half grade level from upper second
grade to lower third grade.

This was significant at the

.002 level using a two-tailed t-test.
Table V presents the results of the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient on change in reading (Brigance) and self-esteem
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(TSCS) scores.

None of the values demonstrated a

significant covarying relationship.
An analysis of the demographic factors in association
with change in self-esteem and reading levels was conducted.
Findings are presented in Table VI.

None of the demographic

variables were significantly correlated with change in
reading.

The only demographic variable demonstrating a

correlation with a change in Total Positive scores were work
status (p

=

.020) and hearing status (p

=

.011).

The mean

change in Total Positive scores for employed subjects was
28.8, while the mean change in Total Positive scores for
unemployed subjects was 5.1.

The mean change in Total

Positive scores for the hearing subject was 19.9, while the
mean change for the hearing-impaired subject was -.12.0.
TABLE IV
PRE- AND POSTTEST RESULTS FOR BRIGANCE COMPREHENSIVE
INVENTORY OF BASIC SKILLS
Pretest
range
Reading
Scores

0-5

Posttest

mean

range

mean

upper
second

0-9

lower
third

Level of
Significance
.002
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TABLE V
CORRELATION IN MEAN SCORES BETWEEN CHANGE IN TSCS AND CHANGE
IN BRIGANCE COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY OF BASIC SKILLS (USING
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AT .05 LEVEL
OF SIGNIFICANCE, DF = 19)
Brigance

TSCS Test
Comnonent s

Correlation Coefficient

P Value

Total Positive

.0594

.399

Self criticism

-.1608

.243

.1414

.271

-.1049

.326

Variability
Distribution
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TABLE VI
DEMOGRAPHIC CORRELATIONS WITH CHANGE IN TOTAL POSITIVE
SCORES AND READING LEVEL (USING PEARSON CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT AT .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, DF = 19)

Demographic
Variables

Change in Total
Positive Score
Corr. Coef.

Change in Reading

P Value

Corr. Coef.

P Value

Attendance

.1424

.269

.3232

.076

Age

.0446

.424

.0872

.356

-.1352

.280

-.0100

.483

Work Status

.4510

.020

-.229

.159

Hearing
Status

.4951

.011

-.3240

.076

Origin of
Birth

.3454

.063

.1620

.241

Gender

.0323

.445

-.0697

.382

Highest Grade
Completed

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
INTERPRETATION
Eleven out of 21 subjects (54%) completed 12th grade
and, therefore, went through a formal educational system to
completion.

However, the average reading grade level for

these subjects was pretested at upper second grade.

It

appears that these subjects were passed out of high school
without mastering twelfth grade competencies.

Of those 11,

three subjects are foreign born and completed high school in
their native country.

This may indicate that low reading

levels, unequal to their highest grade completed, reflect
that English is their non-native language.

Nevertheless,

eight out of sixteen (50%) of the U.S. born subjects with
low reading scores completed twelve years of formal
education in this country.

According to subjects' self-

report, 32% of the subjects reported attending a special
education program while in public school.
The mean age of the sample population was 38.5 years.
For the school year 1988-89, this compares to 35.7 years of
age for the total Portland Community College system.

In

addition, this compares to a mean age of 30.2 years for
College-wide, non-credit Adult Education sections, which
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includes Adult Basic Education, General Education
Development, and English as a Second Language (S. Bach,
personal communication, June 12, 1990).

The mean age for

the study population was older than the mean age for both
the college in general and for the Adult Education portion
of the total college population.
Eight of the subjects' parents (within five families)
completed 12 or more years of school.

Four of these

subjects themselves also completed an average of 12 years of
education.

The one exception was the subject who did not

attend school at all, as the parents considered the subject,
as a child, uneducable.

It appears that in this study,

parents who completed school are more likely to have
children who also completed school.

However, parent

educational levels were unknown for 71.4% of the fathers and
66.7% of the mothers.
Less than one-third of the subjects were employed full
or part time.

The jobs they held were generally low wage

earning positions.

This might reflect the link between

literacy levels and wage earning power.
The Total Positive score in relation to the Variability
score gives a general pattern of self-esteem levels.

"In

other words, the profile pattern of the typical positive
self-concept shows low Variability and high Positive scores"
(Roid, Fitts, 1988).

It appears that using the TSCS there

was no demonstrated change in self-esteem during the study
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period (Table III).

Some possible reasons for this lack of

demonstrated change include test administration
difficulties, self-report considerations, and stability of
self-esteem over time.
The normal range for Total Positive scores on the TSCS
is 317 to 405 (Roid, Fitts, 1988).

The mean Total Positive

scores for the study population on the pre and posttests
were low-normal (319.7 for the pretest and 330.3 for the
posttest).

This falls into the 18th to 28th percentile,

respectively. However, significant gains were observed
through the course of the study (Table II).
As a determinant of validity, Self Criticism scores
indicate candidness and honesty.

The means for Self

Criticism scores remained virtually unchanged between preand posttest (Table II).

The extremes for Self Criticism

scores on the TSCS are 27, very low, to 50, very high (Roid,
Fitts, 1988). The mean Self Criticism pre- and posttest
scores for the study population were in the 40th and 35th
percentile, respectively.
validity in this sub-scale.

These scores indicate overall
Two subjects (9.5%) scored

below the low extreme on the pretest, and four subjects
(19.9%) scored below the low extreme on the posttest.

This

gives an indication that further investigation might be
necessary to insure candidness (Roid, Fitts, 1988).
The Variability score indicates the consistency of
self-perception across the sub categories.

High scores can
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be interpreted as high variability or a lack of unity in
self-perceptions.

The mean pre-test score for Variability

(53.8) was at the high end of the range.

Mean posttest

scores (47.7) demonstrated a significant decrease indicating
more consistency in students' responses.
The Distribution scores are a reflection of how the
subject distributes his/her responses across the five-point
scale.

Low scores indicate frequent responses in the middle

range, while high scores are characteristic of frequent
extreme responses.

The means for Distribution scores

changed only slightly between pre- and posttest (Table II) .
The extremes for Distribution scores on the TSCS are 85,
very low, to 170, very high (Roid, Fitts, 1988). The mean
Distribution pre- and posttest scores were in the 61st and
57th percentile, respectively.

Seven subjects (33.3%)

scored either above or below extreme scores on both the preand posttests.

The TSCS manual states that subjects falling

above or below the extremes are "showing indecision or
extreme guardedness ... A true picture of self-concept is very
difficult to obtain from such a test-taking approach" (Roid,
Fitts, 1988:16).

As the test examiner, my observation was

that subjects found it difficult to distinguish between
shades of truth or falseness when responding to the test
items.

Examination of the test sheets confirmed this

observation.

My judgement is that subjects, unable to make

the distinction between the test scale indications, fell
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into a more comfortable pattern of marking extreme degrees
of complete truth or complete falseness or marking
consistently in the middle range.
The Brigance measured reading comprehension in half
year increments from lower first to upper third grade, and
in full year increments from fourth though ninth grade.
Mean increases in reading level were reflected in an overall
grade gain of one-half year through the course of the study
(Table IV).

This indicates that reading comprehension

improved significantly through the course of the study.
There was no significant correlation between change in
self-esteem and change in reading levels {Table V).

When

comparing the scores with demographic characteristics, an
association was noted between work status and change in
Total Positive scores as well as hearing status and change
in Total Positive scores.

Those who were employed had

higher Total Positive scores, and the hearing subjects had
higher Total Positive scores.

Although this is interesting,

the same correlation did not hold true for employment and
hearing status when compared with general increase in selfesteem as measured by the combination of Total Positive and
Variability scores.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, there were three hypotheses tested in this
study.

The conclusions of each are presented below: .
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1) The study population will show an increase in
reading comprehension over the course of the study.
Results of the Comprehension section of the Brigance
Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills demonstrated a
significant rise in reading levels for the study population
over the course of the investigation.
2) The study population will show an increase in selfesteem over the course of the study.
Results of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale
demonstrated a significant rise in the Total Positive scores
and the Variability scores.

However, the strongest

indication of self-esteem is reflected in increasing Total
Positive scores and decreasing Variability scores.

These

scores were not significantly correlated which indicates
that the strongest reflection of change in self-esteem was
not demonstrated.
3) There is a positive correlation between the increase
in self-esteem and the increase in reading comprehension
among low level reading adults.
The relationship between the two variables was not
demonstrated as significant, although when examining work
status and hearing status, there was a significant
correlation with change in Total Positive scores.
The limitations of the study, especially the
inappropriateness of the TSCS with the sample population,
the short length of the study, and the small sample size,
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were important hindering factors.

However, despite the

limitations, the following conclusion can be drawn.
1) Adult reading levels are improving while subjects
are participating in the ABE program.
Since self-esteem remains a critical component in
educational achievement as demonstrated in past research,
repetition of this study should be conducted considering the
limitations outlined.

The following recommendations are

indicated.
1) Use a larger sample size of at least 30 subjects or
more if possible.

Otherwise, a case study format might be

appropriate to examine the relationship between reading
comprehension and self-esteem in the low level reading adult
population.
2) Lengthen the time of the study to a minimum of two
terms in order to increase the likelihood of identifying
possible changes, especially in self-esteem.
3) Limit the study to hearing subjects to obtain
baseline information for the hearing segment of the
population.
4) Include equal numbers of employed and unemployed
subjects to confirm the significance of employment status as
an important factor in relation to self-esteem.
5) Investigate other self-esteem inventories and
instruments to determine whether there is another instrument
appropriate to low level reading adults or develop an
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instrument specific to this population.

Prior to the study,

thoroughly pilot test the instruments with the population to
insure applicability to undereducated adults and insure that
the administering procedures run smoothly.
6) Rather than evaluate general self-esteem levels,
locate or create an instrument that is specific to the
evaluation of self-esteem in a contextual relationship to
the subject as a learner.

A determination of self-esteem

levels that indicate self-perceptions of the individual as a
student would give more specific information than general
self-esteem.
7) Investigate other reading assessments that are
designed to test adult, not child, reading levels.

This

includes adult interest subject material written at levels
primer to ninth grade.

The print should be large, and the

comprehension check should be presented in a simple, nonthreatening format.

The reading test should measure

progress in small, partial year increments.
Self-esteem is a difficult construct to measure.

Self-

reporting self-esteem information is problematic due to a
myriad of possible contaminating variables (Wylie, 1961).
Additionally, self-esteem is a variable that resists change
and attempts to maintain itself, positively or negatively
(Purkey, 1970).

The difficulties encountered in assessing

self-esteem might indicate that the study subjects were
unfamiliar with the concepts involved in self-evaluation.
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Observational approaches or a case study format might
produce different information; however, self-report remains
the best technique to measure self-esteem (Burns, 1979).
With proper pre-study instruction, the population under
study could be introduced to self-evaluation issues.
Instruction could help them begin thinking about their selfperceptions.

In this way, the actual testing would more

accurately reflect self-reported self-esteem levels.
My subjective speculations remain that self-esteem is a
highly critical factor in adult education particularly with
the segment of the population researched in this project.

I

suggest that the Community College system and other agencies
handling literacy development conduct more extensive classbased research in this area.

Furthermore, I recommend that

practitioners incorporate self-esteem enhancing activities
into their curriculum.

These activities can be

individualized activities or group efforts.

In addition to

commercially available materials, teacher created ideas are
often more specific to the individual class configurations.
Additionally, support groups can be encouraged within the
classrooms to create more supportive systems and
interdependent relationships among the adults.

Often, the

academic skills this population lacks creates a sense of
isolation and despondency.

It is more encouraging to create

an atmosphere that is supportive and positive in confirming
the importance of how a person evaluates his/her self-worth.
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The comprehensive research and resulting conclusions
documenting the significance of the relationship between
self-esteem and achievement coupled with rising rates of
illiteracy, indicate an area of study that deserves more
attention.

There is a proliferation of programs designed to

improve literacy rates, and these programs need more
information regarding the effectiveness of instruction.
Literacy programs need to be structured to meet the needs of
the low level reading adult learner both cognitively and
affectively.

Adult educators will be better equipped to

teach effectively as issues connecting success to
methodology are researched and applied to practice.
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Student Profile Information
Adult Basic Education Class/Portland Community College
Fall term, 1989
Amount of time in program
O - 2 terms
2 terms to 1 year
1 - 2 years
2 years +
current reading
O - 1
2 - 3
4 - 5
6 and

level
grade level
grade level
grade level
higher

Age of student
20 - 30 years
31 - 40 years
41 - 50 years
51 and older
Educational background
Stopped in grades 1 - 6
Stopped in grades 7 - 12
Graduated high school
Grew up in another country
Attended a special education program
Employed
Yes
No
Receiving some type of assistance (SSI, disability, worker's
compensation)
Yes
No
Do you have any type of disability?
Yes
No
Kinds of disabilities identified by students
Hearing-impaired
Speech-impaired
Mental illness
Job-related illness
Developmentally disabled
Other

a
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Completely
False

Mostly
False

Partly False
and
Partly True

Mostly
True

Completely
True

1

2

3

4

5
Item
No.

1.

I have a healthy body ............................................... ··__
1 _ __

3.

I am an attractive person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.

I consider myself a sloppy person ....................................._5_ _ __

3
-----

19. I am a decent sort of person
I am an honest person
..........................................- _1_9_ __
21.

I

............................... ..

am a bad person

•· · · · · · ·

· · · · 21

23.
\ .........................-3_7_ __
n ....... . .........
I \)

37.

39.

I am a calm and easy

41.

I am a

·

nob~• .\. ..t>..~ ..

39
41

55. I have a fam~dciTd always help me in any kind of trouble .........._.....;5:..:::5=---57. I am a member of a happy family ......................................__5_7_ __
59.

My friends have no confidence in me ................................. ·:.......:::5;.:;9_ __

73.

I am a friendly person ................................................_7_3_ __

75. I am popular with men .•......................•.......................__7_5_ __
77.

-----

I am not interested in what other people do ............................ 77

91. I do not always tell the truth ...........................................__9_1_ __
93.

I get angry sometimes ................................................__9_3_ __

79

Completely
False

Mostly
False

Partly False
and
Partly True

Mostly
True

Completely
True

1

2

3

4

5
Item
No.

2.

I like to look nice and neat all the time.................................

4.

I am full of aches and pains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.

I am a sick person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

4
----

6
----

20.

I am a religious person. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

22.

22

24.

24

38.

38

40.

40

42.

42

56.

56

58.

58

-----

60.

I feel that my family doesn't trust me ..................................:.......;60;..;;__ __

74.

I am popular with women ............................................ ·;.....;.7....;4_ __

76.

I am mad at the whole world ......................................... ·:...-;.7....;:6_ __

78.

I am hard to be friendly with .....•................................... ·:__:..78;;__ _

92.

Once in a while I think of things too bad to talk about .................. :....·-=9~2~--

94.

Sometimes, when I am not feeling well, I am cross .................... •._,..;:9_;.4_ __

80

Completely
False

Mostly
False

Partly False
and
Partly True

Mostly
True

Completely
True

1

2

3

4

5
Item
No.

-7- - -

7.

I am neither too fat nor too thin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9.

I like my looks just the way they are ..................................._9_ _ __

11.

I would like to change some parts of my body ..........................._ -=l..;;l_ __

25.

I am satisfied with my moral behavior ................................. ··--=2:.::5_ __

27.

I am satisfied with my relationship to God .................... , / . ) ... ·:......:::2;..;...7_ __

29.

29

43.

43

45.

45

47.

47

61.

61

63.

63

65.

I should trust my family more ........................................ :. . .·-=6=5_ __

79.

I am as sociable as I want to be .......................................~7..:;.9_ _ __

81.

I try to please others, but don't overdo it .............................. ·:........::8=1_ __

83.

I am no good at all from a social standpoint ............................_8_3_ _ __

95. I do not like everyone I know ..........................................._-=9;...;;5'----97.

Once in a while, I laugh at a dirty joke ................................ ·-~9-'-7_ __

81

Completely
False

Mostly
False

Partly FalH
and
Partly True

Mostly
True

Completely
True

1

2

3

4

5
Item
No.

8.

I am neither too tall nor too short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8

10.

I don't feel as well as I should . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

12.

I should have more sex appeal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

26.

I am as religious as I want to be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

28.

I wish I could be more trustworthy .................

-----

(:0 .. .........

28

<Q)\.\ ..~- ........ ==30=======
I am as smart as I wantto bet".''.\~-~! ..\?. ............. ,... _44
_ _ __

30. I shouldn't tell so many lies ..... .
44.
46.

1.11:1 •• ".'" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

46
------

48.

I wish I didn't\giv~p~eutry as I do ................................. _48
_ _ __

62.

I trlliel\itsJis well as I should (Use past tense if parents are not living) 62

64.

_ _ __
I amUnsitive to things my family says ............................. _64

66.

I should love my family more .......................................... _6.;...6;;,___ __

80.

I am satisfied with the way I treat other people . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

82.

I should be more polite to others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82

84.

-----

----I ought to get along better with other people . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
---------

96.

I gossip a little at times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

98.

At times I feel like swearing ........................................... _9;;...8;;...__ __

82

Completely
False

Mostly
False

Partly False
and
Partly True

Mostly
True

Completely
True

1

2

3

4

5
Item
No.

13.

I take good care of myself physically................................... 13

15.

I try to be careful about my appearance................................ 15

17.

I often act like I am "all thumbs" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

31.

I am true to my religion in my everyday life ........

-----

-----

-----

·(0· .........

31

33. I try to change when I know I'm doing things ~e :~· ......._3_3_ _ __
35.

I sometimes do very bad things ...

49.

I can always take care

·0)

·v· . . . . . . . .

-3-5_ _ __

of.Jl}Ys~f in ~~tion ........................_4...;..9_ _ __

51.

51

53.

53

67.

67

69.

I take a real interest in my family ..................................... ··--=6:..::9_ _ __

71.

I give in to my parents (Use past tense if parents are not living) ........ ··__;_7..;:.1_ _ __

85.

I try to understand the other fellow's point of view ..................... ·--=-8..:...5_ _ __

87.

I get along well with other people . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

89.

I do not forgive others easily ..........................................._8_9_ _ __

99.

I would rather win than lose in a game ................................._9_9_ _ __

-----
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Completely
False

Mostly
False

Partly False
and
Partly True

Mostly
True

Completely
True

1

2

3

4

5
Item
No.

14.

16.

I feel good most of the time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

---I do poorly in sports and games . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
-----

18.

I am a poor sleeper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

32.

I do what is right most of the time ...............

34.

I sometimes use unfai• means to get ahea'\\ ..

36.

I have trouble doing the things

50.

I solve my problems

-----

t~t

·<(?) ............

32

>::;:>· .........=

v. .........

=3"=====-=--=
36

~ e•sliy\\ ) . .............................-._-..;:SO=======

52.

52

54.

5"'

68.

68

70.

I Quarrel with my family ...............................................~7..;;.0_ __

72.

I do not act like my family thinks I should ............. .

n

86.

I see good points in all the people I meet

16

88.

I do not feel at ease with other people ....

•

90.

I find it hard to talk with strangers ....... .

90

100. Once 1n a while I put off until tomorrow what I ought to de toda;

. . 100

84
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9
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5

10

1

2 3 4

17

1

2

3

4

5

11

18

t

2 3

'

5

12

31

1

2

3

4

25

32

,

5

2

3

'

5

26

33

1

,

2

3

4

5

2

3

•

5

3&

i
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15

1

3

•

5

3

2

3

4

' "5

2

3

4

5

6

'

3

4

5

19

1

2

3

'

5

20

27

1

2

3

4

5

21

28

1

2

3

'

5

~

5

3

4

'
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4

2

3

'

:

3

•

2
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•
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2 3
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2
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•
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'
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'
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3

4

5
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,

2 3 4
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•
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1

2

3
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'
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Test· Retest Reliability of the Major TSCS Scores
TSCS Score

r

SC

.75

T F

.82

:"'ETC

.74

TOTC

-I

Conflict Subscore
~et

r

Connict

Identity

.70

Satisfaction

.78

.74

Behavior

.69

Total Score

.92

Physical

.67

Identity

.91

Moral-Ethical

.73

Satisfaction

.88

Personal

.82

Behavior

.88

Family

.15

Physical

.87

Social

.65

Moral-Ethical

.80

Personal

.85

Identity

.80

Family

.89

Satisfaction

.64

Social

.90

Behavior

.74

VTOT

.67

Physical

.61

VCOL

.73

Moral-Ethical

.80

VROW

.60

Personal

.77

DIST

.89

Family

. ,_

5s

.88

Social

.68

4s

.79

3s

.77

2s

.71

ls

.88

DP

.90

GM

.87

PSY

.92

PD

.89

~

.91

Pl

.90

!'DS

.90

Time

.89

Sort. From Fitts ( I9o5 ).

I

I

Total Conflict

.,.,

APPENDIX D
BRIGANCE COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY OF BASIC SKILLS

S-8 t .

•ne-

comprehension eccuracy.

1, when given a Fry-relerenc8d story
OBJl!CTIV.: By
with a primer levoll. texlbook-crttarloned voc:abul8ry ot 33 words and
asked five comprwhenslon qu.llon1 aloud, , _ . wlll read the
story sltenlly and
lhe qunllons orally with at leut 419 (80'llo)

(E-21

Continue the assessment al higher grade levels until you determine the
highest grade level al which lhe student can read with 80'
comprehension accuracy.

II you wish to confirm the validity ol lhe results ol administering one
Form, use lhe •1ternale Form. (See p1ga 78 lor further discussion ol
accuracy and valldlly .I

II necessary, give help reading the proper nouns .•

Say: t went you to re8d lhla atory lllentty. Alter you~ read the story,
t wll au you quntlon1. T.. me the bell to each
question.

Point lo lhe story you wanl lhe student lo read and

DIRECTIONS: (This assessment Is made by aslllng Iha student lo read
silently one ol Iha two stories, Form A or Form 8, on S-8 I tor the primer
level. Then the student wl/I ll1ten to live questions end answer the
questions orally with at least 80'li comprehension accuracy.}

5.

4.

3.

2.

••

Comprehend• •I

Primer Level E-2

llrsl. whal did Gus's dog want lo do?
(The dog wanted lo hide.)
When his dog wanted lo lump, whal did Gus say?
(Gus said, "Sil down.")
When did Gus tell his dog lo go away?
(when his dog wanted to play)
Whal did Gus want lo do al the end ol the story?
(Gus wanted lo play.)
Whal had Gus's dog done al the end ol the story?
(The dog had gone away.)

1: Al

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR 8-11-FORMS A AND 8

1. Whal can Jln's surprise do?
(II cen walk, II can hide.I
2. Whal can't Jin'• surprise do?
(II cannot tump.)
3. Whal color Is Jln's surprise?
(green)
4. Where Is your bacll?
(The student will point lo his or her beclc.J
5. Whal Is Jln's surprl98?
(Jln's surprise Is a turtle.)

A.

8. OPTIONAL QUESTIONS
1. Do you think Gus was kind lo his dog?
2. How do you think Gus's dog feels now?
3. How do you think Gus leels now?

turtle?
3. Why do you think turtles can't jump?

A. OPTIONAL QUESTIONS
1. How do you think Jln's turtle hides?
2. A turtle carries Its house on lls back. How do you think lhal helps a

ACCURACY: Al least 4/5 (BO'!lo) or 7110 (7Cl'!lo) comprehension accuracy lor
Heh grade level. Student responses may vary. Give cradtt lor any reasonable
'"PQMB. Students are not required lo Include every possible detail In their
an1-r. (See lnlroductlon, page 78, lor discussion ol accuracy and validity.>

T1Me: Your dlecratlon.

DllCONTINUE: Your discretion, or alter falling lo score with al least ~
comprehension accuracy on Form A or Form B lor lwo consecutive levels.

MATl!RtAi.:

examiner.

2. Nonreeder llslens lo the story and answers each question read by the

examiner.

Alll!llllENT METHODS: (See pages 77 and 78.)
1. lndlvldual reads the story silently and answers each question read by Iha

ITVOeNT Rl!CORD BOOK: Page 8.

llCIU.: Reads al primer level with comprehension.

COMPREHENDS AT PRIMER LEVEL

l.D

0

••--Curdcutum Auoclatft, Inc

C0tn1N•h•n1itl'9 lnlfertlory of Ba1Jc S*lll•

Jin has a surprise.
It can walk.
It can hide.
But it cannot jump.
Her surprise is green.
It has a house on its back.
Do you know what Jin has?
Jin has a little turtle.

A.
8.

His dog wanted to hide.
Gus said, "Not now."
His dog wanted to jump.
Gus said, "Sit down."
His dog wanted to play.
Gus said, '"Go away."
Then, Gus wanted to play.
His dog had gone away.

\D
I-'

Your dlecrellon.

.

1. Whal does Lil have7
(1 boat)
2. Whal does Lil's boat look like7
(Her boat looks old, yellow, lillle.)
3 Who will help Lil p•lnl her boat?
(her motherl
4. Whal color will they painl Lii's boat?
(blue)
5. Alter lhe boat is painted. how will ii look?
(II will look new I

A.

the"°" ...... ..,....,..

OIMacrrnM:

,.

\
'1
I

Comprehend• at Lower Flrat-Grade Level E-3

I. Where wes Sam7
(Sam wea up in • lree )
2. Wh•I did Ann want Sam lo do7
(Ann wanted Sam to tump down I
3. Why does Sam lhink that he can't tump down?
(Sam thinks lhal he la too Hiiie I
4. Whll does lhe word alway• meen in this slory7
(forever)
5. Whal will Ann do?
(She wlll help Sam gel down from lhe tree.)

8.

~ · I .....
When gl~ I f'ry·reftwenOed ..ory
lllth a ._., ~-orlt•loned yoQbulary .el S3 wonll
and aall9d ltN
tllldft quaeelofll lloUd, .....,... ...,. wlll rwl
tllehlfy .ncl ............... Clfally with ......... (lft)

_

(E-3)

Conllnue the ......menl al higher or lower grede level• unlll you
determine lhe hlgheel grade level al which lhe 1ludenl Fan read with
~ cornprehenllon accuracy.

accuracy and validity.)

II you wlah to confirm Iha valldlly of the reaulla ol administering one
Form, UM Iha aliernale Form. (Sae page 78 for further dlecuulon ol

II neceuary, give help reading the proper noun1.

quMllon.

Say: I want you lo read tllla etorr lllenlly. Alter you haw read Iha elofy,
I wlll Mil you quMlloftl. Tai - 1M beet _ . . , to eac11

Polnl lo Iha story you went Iha 1tudent lo read and

eccuracy.}

DIRECTIONS: (Thi• eueasment 11 mede by Hiring Ihe lfudenl lo reed
allenlly one of th• two atorlN, Form A or Form B. on S-82 tor the lowe1
f111,.11recle lenl. Tt..n the lfudenl will llalen lo tin quesllona end
amwe1 the que•llon• orafly with et leHt 80'lo comprehen1lon

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR S..2-FORllS A AND 8

How do you think Sim got In Iha lree7
2. How do you think Sim was feeling when he w•1 In Iha lree7
3. How do you lhlnk Ann will help Sam?

t.

I. OPTIONAL QUEITIONI

A. OPTIONAL QUEITIONI
1. Where do you think Lii pl1y1 wllh her bo117
2. Why do you think lit w1nled lo p1lnl her boat?
3. Whal elM could Lii do lo mike her boat look new?

reeponee. Sludenll are not required lo Include every poeelble detail In their
aneww. (Sea lnlrocluctlon, page 78, tor dlecuellon ol accuracy and valldlly.)

ACCURACY: Al leael 4/5 (~) or 7110 (7°') cornprehenelon accuracy tor
MCh grade level. Student retpOn•• m•y v1ry. Give credit tor any ,...onable

TI.-e:

llATllUAL: S-82.
DtlCONTINUI: Your dlecrelion, or 1ller l1lllng lo 1core wllh 11 lea11 ~
compqhenllon accur1ey on Form A or Form B tor two conMCutlve grade level•.

uamlnef'.

2. Non198der ll1ten1 to the alory and an1wer1 each qu•llon read by the

examiner.

AIMllMl!NT METHODI: (See page1 17 ind 78.)
1. Individual read• the 1tory 1llenlly and •newere each que1tlon read by Iha

l'IUOENT RECORD BOOK: P•ge 8.

IKILL: Reade al lowar flret-gr1de level wllh comprahenelon.

COMPREHENDS AT LOWER FIRST-GRADE LEVEL

I.!)

N

.

·~lcufum AMOCllfff. Inc

}
Compr•hMtl"9 lnw•ntory ol 8HIC s•u11

Lil has a little yellow boat.
She likes to play with her boat,
but it looks old.
Her mother will help her paint the boat.
They will paint it blue.
It will look new.

A.

11.-.c_..__ '°'

Sam was up in a tree.
"Sam, jump down," said Ann.
Sam said, "I can't.
I am too little.
I will always be up in this tree."
"No, you won't," said Ann.
"I will help you get down."

B.

"°w

...

compf9hehllon

iCdlnot-

·.,

.

·

Comprehends el Upper Flnl-Grede Level

1. What time of day was II In the story?
(morning I
2. Where was lhe rabbit going?
(for 11 morning hop)
3. Whal was Gert doing when lhe rabbit saw her?
(Gert w111 sleeping under a lree )
4 Why did lhe rabbit hop on Geri's loot?
(The rabbit wanled lo surprise Gert.)
5. Show me whal the word hop means.
(The student wtll hop.)

a.

09.ll!CTIW: By
, when gl¥911 a Fry-t'M.w.nc.d tlory
with an upper ft1'9t11Me, 19xtboOllrerllerlonld ~ 33 wordl
and •kid·~ Otlft~ ~aloud, .........
will r1led
the 11ory a11enay n1 . . . . IN qcMllons orati., with et 1M9t 415 l_.,..I

(E-4)

Continue Iha assessmenl at higher or lower grade levels unlil you
delermlne the hlghesl grade level al which the Sludent can read with
80'!1. comprehension accuracy .

II you wish to confirm the valldlly ol Iha results ol administering one
Form. use Iha alternate Form. ISee page 78 for further discussion of
accuracy and valldlly.)

II necessary, give help reading the proper nouns.

Say: I want you lo NICI lhl1 •lory lllanlly. Aftef you han Nad the 1tory,
qunUon1. Tell me lhe be1I an1war to HCll
I wtU ... you qunllon.

Point to the alory you want Iha 1tudent to read and

DIRECTIONS: (This assassmenl Is made by asking lh• studenl lo raad
allanlly one of Iha lwo slorlea. Form A or Form 8. on S-83 tor lhe upper
first-grad• /eve/. Then Iha aludanl wl// /lslen 10 five questions and
answer Iha questions orally with al /east 80'!it comprehension accuracy.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR S-13-FORMS A AND 8

1Pe1e·a d•dl
2. Why doesn'I Pele like his haircul?
(He thinks it looks funny.I
3. When wlll Pele put on 11 hat?
(when he goes lo school)
4. Why will Pele pul on 1 hat?
(The hal will hide Pele's haircut)
5. Whal does the word hide mean?
(lo pul out ol slghll

1. Who cul Pele's hair?

A.

3. Whal do you lhlnk lhe rabbit will do?

1. Why do you think Gert was nol happy?
2. Whal do you lhlnk Gerl will do?

I. OPTIONAL QUESTIONS

. A. OPTIONAL QUESTIONS
1. Do you lhlnk Pele's hair will alwaya look funny? Why or why not?
2. How do you think Pete feefa?
3. Whet kind of peraon do you think Pete's staler Is?

'""°""·

ACCURACY: Al leasl 415 186'1 or 7/10 170'!1.I comprehenalon accuracy for
each grade level. Studenl responaes may vary. Give credit for any reasonable
Sludenl1 are nol required lo Include every possible delail In lhelr
an•-· IS• lnlroducllon, page 78, for dlacuHlon of accuracy and v1lldlty.I

TIMI!: Your dlecrellon.

DllCONTINUE: Your discretion, or afler faillng to score with at least 86'
comprehen1lon accurecy on Form A or Form B for lwo consecutive levels.

llAftlllAL: S-83.

examiner.

2. Nonruder ll1ten1 to the story and answers each question read by the

examiner.

1. lndMdual read• lhe story sllenlly and answera each question read by Iha

81VDINT RECORD BOOK: Page 8.
MllllMl!NT METHODI: (See pages 77 and 78 )

Rill: RMd1 at upper llrsl-grade level with comprehension.

COMPREHENDS AT UPPER FIRST-GRADE LEVEL

E~

{.

l.O

*"'

•ttlS-Currlculum Auocletet. Inc

Compr•hensl~• tm•nlo'f ol

8e11c Slull1

I

R..... ~I~

A rabbit went for a morning hop.
The rabbit saw Gert, the bear.
Gert was sleeping under" a tree.
The rabbit wanted to surprise Gert.
The rabbit hopped on Gert's foot.
Gert was surprised.
She was not happy .

Dad cut Pete's hair.
Pete does not like his haircut.
He thinks it looks funny.
His sister laughed at his haircut.
When Pete goes to school,
he will put on a hat.
The hat will hide Pete's haircut.

.

B.

A.

\0
(Jl

A-..:-.

•nc

c _ _,,.. ,,.._,. o111...c st""

4. Another word lor pel Is
a animal.
b. house.
C. birthday.
5. A good name lor lhl1 1lory would be
a Movtng lo a New House.
b Scot1"1 Birthday Party.
c. Thinking ol a Surprise lor Belh.

4. To "'1 10melhlng ts lo
a. laugh about something.
b. count things.
c. pay lor !M>melhlng.
5. A good name lor lhl1 1tory would be
a. Pennies lo Buy a Balloon.
b. CQ\lnllng Frog• One by One.
c. A Balloon In the Pocket.

•t~c--

b. He wanted to gel her a dog.
c. He wanted lo gel her a doff house.
2. Why did Dad MY they coudn'I gel a dog?
a. The pal would eal loo much.
b. Scol1'1 dad didn't Ilka pals.
c. The houN W81 loo llllle.
3. Why did Scott want lo get a dog lor Beth?
a Belh . . . tad.
b. Tomorrow would be her birthday.
c. Belh a1ked Scoll lo gel her a fUrprlse

1. At lirsl. what did Scott wanl lo gel lor Belh?
a. He wanled 10 get her a loy.

1. Whal did Pam wanl lo buy?
a. a Of"" balloon
b. a CJfMn lrog
c. a pocket
2. Which happened llrsl?
a. Pam laughed.
b. Pam counted her pennies
c. Pam pul her hand In her pocket.
3. Why did Pam put her hand In her pocket?
a. lo llnd a balloon
b. to count her pennies
c. lo llnd more pennies

.......c..........,

Dad aaid, "You know that we cannot get a do1 for
Beth. Thia houae ia too little for an animal. We can have
a pet when we move to a biR1er houae."
Scott knew hie dad waa ritcht. Scott had wanted to 1et
a dog for hie aiater. Tomorrow would be her birthd11y.
Scott thou1ht or another aurpriae. He would gel a toy
do1 for Beth. Dad couldn't 11ay "no" to that kind or a pet.

Pam had ~n 88vin1r her penniea. She wanted to
buy • 1rreen balloon that ahe had llftn in the atore.
Pam counted her penniee one by one. She had five
penniee. She needed three more penniee to buy the
b•lloon.
Pam put her hand into her pockel Then ahe lau1hed.
There were three more penniee in her pocket. Now ahe
could so to the atore and buy the sreen balloon.

••

DIRECTIONS: Rud the story below. Then. answer emch
question about Iha 1tory by clrcllng the leller ol the besl
aM-.

A.

DIRECTIONS: Reed lhe 1lory below. Then, aMwer each
qunllon aboul lhe 1lory by clrcllng lhe leller ol lhe bell
aM-.

(j\

'°

. ··~. C•··-- Anoe:-..
lftc

c~.,..,..... ,.......,~., ..

IC sa..

5 Wh•t ••• meklng the nuts fell from the brenchea7
• • equlrrel
b • b..r
c. • bird

c. Mt .•.

b ...

4. A ...... la aomethlng you cen

........

c .• .,..,

3 Whet did Jed think m•de the nolae7
e •bird
b. •eel

c Jed••• •t home.
2 Which heppened flrsP
• Jed uw • 1qulrrel
b Jed atopped end loolled •round
c Jed he•rd • atr•nge nolH

~· ••• Jed?
• Jed ••• In town
b. Jed • • In the woods

5 A
•
b
c.

good neme IOf lhla 1tory would be
Remembering Wh•t Uncle C•I S•ld.
finding •New Friend
Pl•ylng B•ll In the HouH

b never.
c eometlmea.

....... c .... r

• lo throw the bell
b lo ... her unc:te lo help hef find lhe ball
c. to find • , _ bell
4 The word ...... ,....,..
• meny limn.

3 Why did Kim go Into the houM7

b In the 1treet
c. In tt'4t prd

2 Whet• wa Kirn pleylng7
• In the '-tM

Which heppened llral7
• Kim lhr- • bell behind her
b Uncle C•I lold Kim not lo climb over lhe wall
c. The bell -.,1 over the well

·

1-1

Kim lived with her Uncle Cal. There WH a high
•lone well •round their yerd. Uncle Cel hed orten told
Kim not lo climb over the well.
One mominl( Kim WH playinl( by hen•elr in the
yerd. She threw • ball behind her. and it went over lhe
well. Kim went into the houee lo a11li her uncle to help
htt find the ball. Uncle Cel wa• happy. Kim had
remembered not to climb over the well.

.,.._

When Jed we• welliin1 in the wood•. he hnrd •
•lren1e nniM'. "Could it be • beer?" tho111hl Jed •• he
looked •rnund. Jed ••• arreid or been.
Jed hHrd the nni• •1•in. Thi• lime Jed wH not
erreid htteuae he ••• the enimel th•l hed mede the
noiee. The enimel ••• not • beer.
Jed . . . . 11quirnl jumpin1 rrom tne lo tne. The
11quinel ••• mekin1 nute r.11 from the brenchee.

.,..__

••

DtRl!CTIOHS: Reed lhe 1tory betow. Then. en1- Heh
qunllon •boul lhe atory by circling lhe leller of lhe besl

A.

DfMCJION9: Rffd the atory betow Then.•,..., •Kh
quntlon 8bout the atory by circling the 18tl8f of lhe bMt

\.0
...J

doctort

rockt.

chlldren.
animals

•1..,-Cur•lc-

•·--·Inc c---,,. _,

• •ntm•ll •• "'9 100.
b sick enlm•lt.
c. en entm., doctor.
d an '"11maf hotpftel.

5. Thlt 1tory Is meetly about

d. hungry.

c .••.

b.wen.• ·

•. large.

ol llell< St. .

3 When Or. Crur workt at the roo.
•·the t•ket c•re of bears and other anlm•ls.
b. the pelnl• the animal caves.
c. the feeds peenutt to the monkeys.
d. ahe buys balloon1.
4. A ......., •nlmal It

•
b
c.
d.

2 Or. Crur l•ket care of

c.
d. hoapll•I.

'°'"'"

••or•.

• tchool.
b

1. Of. Cruz wortlt In •

'-'Y

mMM

c. J•k• c•uah' Hant
d. H•nt crawled into • hole

........c ..

f

4 Wh•I happened flrtl?
• Hant sllppmd on • rock .
b. Hant hurried to calch up with J ..e.
c. Hent t>epn 1tidlng over the edge of the cliff.
d. Jell• caught Hen•.
5. Whal Slopped Hant from sliding over lhe edge ol the cliff'?
a. H•n• held on lo• br•nch.
b. H•nt held on lo • rock.

d. to grow lar...,..

a. to go qulcllly.
b. to go .towly.
c. lo tlop.

3. To

2. Why coutdn't Hant keep up with Jake?
a. Hena •lopped to •• lunch.
b . . . . . . . a poor climber.
C. HM9 heel a 9'0M In his thoe.
d. H8M beg8" to get tired.

d. angry wllh Hant.

a •tired, slow climber .
b. a luy, _.., friend.
c. a strong. quick climber.

1. J8kll WU

answer.
Thie ••• not the fint time Hane had 1one mountain
dimbin1. He and hie friend Jelle had enjoyed
mo•ntain climbin1 meny timee before.
Jake wae a atron111. quick dimber. Ilana waa a sood
climber, too, but he be((an lo 1et tired. He could not
keep up with Jelle.
Aa Hana hurried lo catch up, he slipped on a rock.
Hana besan •lidinit loward the cliff, but Jake caul(ht
him before he elid over the edse.

mntwer.

Dr. Cruz i• •different •ind of doctor. She wor.. in a
hoepital, but •he doee not ta•e carw of ptiople. Dr. Cna
tab• cere or pete in •n animal hOllpital.
Sometimee Dr. Cr•z tall• care of animal• at the llOO.
Her petiente at the zoo are beare, Hone, monkeye, and
litren.
Dr. Craz helpe eick peta 1et well. She even eeee peta
that are not •iclt. Her job i• to help keep animal•
healthy.

••

IMRICTIONS: Reed the 1t0ty below. Then. •ntwer each
qwatlon about the tlory by clrdlng lhe teller of the belt

A.

DtReCTIOM: Aeed the 1t0ty below. Then, •ntw. MCh
qwatlon llbout the ttory by circling the i.Hef of the bMt

•. ,

~
()'.)

Kurt lett 1 lug on his hooll.
Kurt carried hil ll1hing pole to Iha lake
Kurt'• hooll dluppeared lnlo the waler.
Kurt caught a big boot lilled wilh waler.

•tlP--C....--.

111C

~--.e1-SA•

5. The best name tor thl1 1tory would be
a A Muddy fllhlng Trip.
b. Kurt'• New fishing Pole.
c. fllhlng wllh a friend.
d. Kurt'1 Big C.tch.

4. The word . . . . . . . mean•
a. to pull In.
b. to get. caught.
c. to pa11 out ol light.
d. to come up for air.

3. Why did Kurl pull In hla line?
a. Something heavy was on hit line.
b He had caught a huge llah.
c. HI• hooll wu caught In the mud.
d. He wa1 tired and wanted to go home.

a
b
c.
d.

2. What happened lirat7

His horae began lo buck.

!>. The besl name

d. Hi1 ride wa1 over.
101 lhis slory would be
a The Nmlh Birlhday
b Buying a Horse lor Carlos.
c falling Off a Bucking Horse
d Aiding m lhe Rodeo.

b His heart began lo pound
c. The gate opened.

1

4. Which happened firsl?

d. lo get 111

c to allde.

b. lo bell hard.

a lo llow down.

3. To pound means

his turn lo ride
b his horse lo buck
c hi• birthday
d. hia molhar
1

2. Whal was Carlos wailing lor7

c twelve
d ten

b eighl

...... c .

cs

1. How old was Carlos when he rode m lhe rodeo">

1. When Kurt had gone tithing laal week.
a he had caught two lllh.
b. he hadn't caught a •Ingle ll1h.
c. he had loat his new llahing pole.
d. he had fallen Into the lalla.

a nine

Carloa had wanted to ride in the rodeo eim·e hi1
ninth birthday. Now that he Wlll twelve, Carloa could
finally ride.
Aa Carloa 11al wailin1 for his turn, hia heart bel(an
to pound. lie had looked forward lo lhie day, but now
Carloe waa afraid.
The 1ate opened and his horse hel(an lo buck, but
Carloe held on ti1hlly. When his ride wna over, Carlos
waa ea1er tn 1et down from the horae.

llOIW8f.

Kurt had 1one fiahin1 twice laat week, but he hadn't
cau1ht a ainsle fieh. A. he carried hie fiahin1 pole to
the lake, he knew hie luck had chan1ed. Today he
would catch aome&hin1.
Aa aoon .. hia hook diuppeared in&o the water, he
felt a tu1. Somethin1 heavy wu on hia hook, ao he
q11i1·kly pulled in hia line. Kurt had caqht an old boot
filled with water!

••

DIRECTIONS: Read lhe slory below Then. answer each
question about lhe slory by c11cllng lhe leller ol lhe bell
an•-·

A.

DIRECTIONS: Read the llDfY below Then. answer each
quntion about the atory by clu;ling the lellar ol Iha besl

l.D
l.D

••1U-c....1c- •·-·-· 1nc

c--,, ._,

o1 aaec

sa.-.

1. How did Charlolle get ready for the race?
a She reed a lot ol boo.. about running.
b. She talked to many lrlends who were runners
c She ran every day.
d. She got a fol ol rest.
2. Why did Charlolle run every day?
a to win a blue ribbon al lhe race
b. lo Improve her pace and increase her distance
c. lo lose -lght
d. lo gel lo school on time
3. Which happened first?
a Charlotte crouched at the slartlng line.
b. Charlolle heard the signal.
c. Chartolle decided to enter a race.
d. Charlolle crossed the llnlsh line.
4. The word aouch means
a. to have one fool In front ol lhe other.
b. to grnmble.
c. a piece of furniture.
d. to 11oop down with bent knees.
5. Why did Charlolle grin when she crossed the
finish tine?
a. She knew she had done her best.
b. She knew lhe had won the race.
c. Someone had lotd her a lunny toke.
d. She had taken a lhorl cul.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Nick
Nick
Nick
Nick

. . . . . . C14f1181cc

1cored Iha points lhal his team needed.
heard Iha fans cheering.
hesitated by taking a deep brealh.
had never scored In a basketball game belore.

5. The main Idea ol this llory Is

4. To approedl rnean1
a. to try aomethlng.
b. lo leave.
c. lo discover.
d. lo come near.

a. Nick look a deep brealh.
b. Nick dribbled lo the opposite end of the court.
c. Nick grabbed lhe basketball.
d. Nick approached the basket.
2. Whal did lhe crowd sound like?
a. angry bear•
b. thunder
c. a hall 1lorm
d. buzzing bees
3. Why did Nick feel lhal he had lo make this shot?
a. Hll perenl1 would be diuppoinled II he didn ·1.
b. Everyone wa1 depending on him.
c. Thi• wu lhe lul lime he would ever play basketball.
d. He would be taken oll the team ii he didn't.

1. What happened first?

I·•

Nici! "1rabhed the baakelhall and started dribblin1 to the
end or the court. Ilia leam needed two pointa, and it
v.•aa up to Nick to acore them.
Aa Nici! approached the baaket, he heard the thunderin1
cheen or the crowd. Nick had to make thia ahot beoliuee
everyone waa dependin1 on him. lie took a deep breath to
ateady himaelf. Then, Nick took a shot. The ball went into
the baaket.
o~poaite

Charlotte drcided to •nter a race ror IN,rinnin1 runnen.
For month•. t.:harlot&e ran every day to improve her pece
and to incr•a•e her dialance.
Charlotte relt prepared •a 1he crouched at the 1tertin1 line.
When 1he heard the 1i1nal, ahe ran a1 rail and •• hard aa
ahe could.
Charlotte 1rinned a1 ahe ran ac..- the finiah line.
Althou1h ahe hadn't won the race, 1he linew that ahe had
done her heat.

••

DIRECTIONS: Read the story below. Then. answer each
question about the story by circling the teller of lhe besl
answer.

A.

DIRECTIONS: Read the story below. Then, answer each
question about Iha story by circling lhe teller ol Iha best
answer.
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4. The word Inland means
a. lo announce.
b. to Invite.
c. lo finish'.
d. to mean to.
5. The main Idea of lhls slory Is
a. Meg was having difficulty learning malh.
b Meg did not want to go to the play with Sushi.
c. Meg did her work lnsl•d of going to the play.
d. Meg wished that she didn't have a lelephone.

a. science
b. math
c. history
d. geography
2. Why was Meg's work Interrupted?
• She went to a play.
b. Her walch slopped.
c. She received a phone call.
d. II was lime to eat dinner.
3. Why did Meg decide nol to go with Sushi?
a Meg had already accepted an invitation lrom another lriend.
b. Meg knew she could not complete her project belore lhe
play began.
c. Meg'1 mother told Meg that she could not go to the play.
d. Meg had heard lhat the play was nol good.

1. What kind of profecl was Meg working on?

5

4.

3.

2.

,... . . . c

+
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Whal was the team's reputalion?
a The players argued among themselves.
b. The players worked well togelher.
c. The team did not have a winning allilude
d. The players were clumsy.
Why did the Cougars fumble lhe ball so many limes?
a. The player• were angry with their coach
b. The players would ralher have been playing baseball.
c. The player• did not know how to play loolball.
d. The p..yer1 were tense.
When did the team look discouraged?
a al the beginning of the last quarter
b. when they argued among themselves
c. when they fumbled the ball
d. when they argued with lhelr coach
I
In this 1tory, the word ""8e means
a. relaxed.
b. furious.
c nervous.
d. cautious.
The main Im• of thl1 slory is
a lhe players argued wilh lheir coach.
b. the Cougar1' reputallon was strengthened by lhis game.
c the Cougars' reputalion was weakened by lhis game.
d. lhe Cougars scored lourleen poinls lo win lhe game

I

The Couicara hod a reputation for workin1 well tc>1ether aa
a football kam. Hut, in thia 1ame, the uam waa not
performin1 well. They fumbled the bell lime afler time
becauee they were 110 knee. The ployera arl(ued amun1
themeelvea. They even ar1ued with their coach.
Goin1 into the laal quarter, they needed twelve pointa le>
win. The uam looked diacouro1ed. They did not have a
winnin1 attitude.

Mei had inh•nded lo finieh her math project toni1ht, but
her work wae inknupted by a phone call. Mes'• friend
Suahi wee cellin1 to invite Mei lo a play. The play would
begin at ei1ht o'clock.
Mes 1rlanced at htt watc:h. She knew ahe could not
complete her project before the play be1an. Mei decided not
to 110 with Suahi. Miaain11 the play waa diaappointin1. Yet
finiahin1 her project on time waa a11tiafyin1 for Mes.

••

DIRECTIONS: Read the story below. Then. ans-r each
question about the slory by circling the leller of the best
answer.

A.

DIRECTIONS: Read the slory below. Then. answer each
question about lhe story by circling the letter of the besl
answer.
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a. He la p1•1dent ol th9 Unlled St•I•.
b. H• carv" facft on Mounl Rushmore.
c. He m•lnt•lna IN monument on Mount Rushmore.
d. He la a mountain dlmb8r.
2. How don Barnie do his fob?
a. He fllls In tN cracks on Iha gigantic faces.
b. He t•kas photographs of the gigantic ••en.
c. He carves the gigantic tac...
d. He paint• IN gigantic faces.
3. Which h•ppened first?
a. Bernie h8d trouble accomplishing his task.
b. Bernie malnt•lned the monument.
c. Barnie hung from a rope three hundred feel above lhe
ground.
d. Gigantic •ac• were carved on Mounl Rushmore.
4. TN word ......lie me•ns
a. made of granlle.
b. owned by• gl•nl.
c. enormous.
d. mechanical.
5. TN bnt title for lhl• story would b8
a a Gi9•nllc Stone Face.
b. Maintaining Mount Rushmore.
c. A Fear of Height•.
d. Trouble Accompllshlng a Task.

1. Wh•t la Bernie'• job?

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

To whom have the allempt1 b8en directed?
• moat countries lhroughoul lhe world
b. lhe American public
c. hospilal employees
d. 1lale employees
Who la using the metric system now?
a most countrln throughout lhe world
b. the American public
c. kllchen employees
d. no one.
In this story, the word c:onnnlon means
a. conwwution.
b. to change lo • new system.
c. weakening your atandarda.
d. when lwo things meel.
I
The uylng placed "on the back burner" means
a cooked at a low temper•lure.
b. lo b8 dangerou1.
c. to b8 Invisible.
d lo postpone unlll lat•.
The m•ln Ide• of this story Is
a. the Amerlcen public us" the metric system.
b. our schoola have decided not lo use the metric system.
c. we should be using the metric system In this country.
d. metrics should only be used in the kitchen.

question about lhe story by circling the letter of the b8sl
answer.
Then have been m•ny aUemplll in the United Staletl lo
convert to the metric: •Y•tem. Thi• •Y•lem i• uaed in moat
c:ountrin throu1hout the world. Yet, the Americ:•n public: ha•
not m•de the c:onvenion quickly or ea•ily.
Many 11c:hool1 teach metric:•. Still aome people fttl that
metric:a have been pl•c:ed "on the back burner." Allhou1h we
ere promotin1 the knowled1e nf thi1 1y11tem, we 1hould be
u1in1 it H well.

question •bout the 1lory by circling the letter ol lhe bell
•n1W9f.
Bernie hH •n unuau•I job. lie maina.in• the monument
Iha& i• carved on Moun& Ru•hmon. The faeft of four of our
,..t pn9idena. an aculpted on thi• mouna.in. Bemie doea a
f.nt.•tic job of lillin1 in the cracb on thMe ti1antic face..
If Bernie had • fe•r of hei1hte, he would have diffaculty
•ttompli•hin1 hi• t.•k. Hi• job nquifttl th•t he han1 from e
rope three hundred feet •hove the PoUnd.

...
DIRECTIONS: Read lhe story below Then, answer each

A.

DIRl!CTIONS: Reed the 1tory below. Then, •n1wer ..ch
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b. loftlldden by ....
c. permlHed by law.
d. carelnlly.
5. The meln ldH of thl1 ertlcle II
a. meter .._.11or1 will no longer write llcklt1.
b lllegel parlllng downtown h• lncrMNd.
c. meter• - • repleced downlown.
d. llleg•I perker1 -•• lucliy thl1 week.

a."'-.

4. In Ihle .rtlcle, the word . . . . ., means

Why weren't parking tickets glwen out thl1 week?
a. None o1 the rneter1 reed "T lme Eaplred."
b. The melen - e bfotien.
c. The meter .._.itor1 did not h•va ticket ped1.
d. Meter .._.11or1 wete buwy l•klng a 1urvey
2. Whlll wlll h•ppen H you park •I• "Time Expired" meter next - k ?
a Nothing wlll h•ppen.
b You wlN probebly get• ticket
c. A rneter .._.ltor wilt . - you lo move.
d Your cer wlN be towed
3. Which happened flrll?
•- The meter monilore - • out of ticket p•ds.
b. Downtown perking wu eurveyed.
c. The meter .._.11or1 could not write tlckela
d. A , _ 1uppty of ticket ped1 1nlved
•• the 100

. . . . . . Caz+ t1

2. Why did M11. Hen-. bring lhe egg1 to the curator?
• She • • •l•eld of _ . . .
b Sha didn't went epect•IOfl In her garden
c She wenled the curator to Identify the 9119s
d. Sha knew the 9tll9 about to h•lch
3. Which happened ....7
a. The 9t119 pieced on exhibit
b The baby lnllkn crawled out of their 1hell1
c. The 9tll9 - • teken to the 400.
d. $pecl•lor1 oblerwed 11111 eppeerlng In lhe 99gs
4. In thl9 article. the word ........, mean•
a wetched cloeety.
b. made commen11
c mede dlHlcult 10 - ·
d 8"med rldlculou1
5 The m•ln Ide• of this •rlicle 11
• • epecl•lor found - n enelle 9991
b epeclalor1 Oblerwed chicken egg1 hatch
c. • curllor exhibited 1neke 9991 al • museum.
d 1nalle1 hlllched lrom eggs lound 1n a g1rden

d

t. Where - e lhe "mystery" eggs lound7
a. In M11. Henaon'1 houH
b In • 1n1ke pit
c. In • garden

I

l·U

While workin1 in her serden laat week, Mre. Ol1• Hen110n
dus up .even esir•. She waa curioue about whet kind of t.'trll•
they were, ao ehe took them lo the city zoo end inquired.
The curator aaid they were probably enake eir1•. but_ he
would exhibit them a11 "my11tery" es1• until they hatched.
The narator .. id that if the t.'trK• were enake ....ir11. the baby
anakee would make 11lile in their 1hcll11 when they were
ready lo hatch. Thie morninir 11pectal4ir11 nhlll'rved 11lita
bt.'l(innin1 lo appear in the •IK mflltbranee'. Hdore '400 Ions.
a baby anake wiirirled and 11tru111ed out of each 11hell.

II you parked illesally at a "'nme Expired" meter
downlown thia wffk but didn't set a ticbt, you may have
thousht that thia waa your lucky week. However, the real
reaaon you didn't receive • ticket waa that the meter
moniton were out of ticket pada.
You may hne eeen the meter momton wrilins, but they
-re not writin1 on ticket pada. The monilon apent the pa•t
week takins • ••rvey of downCown par•ins.
N..t week, if you park at • meCer th•& n•da "11me
Expired,'~ you can expect • ticket. A n - aupply of ticket
pad• arrived thi• afte..-n.

••

DIRECTIONI: Reed the ne-peper 1rtlcle below Then. 1n•- uch
question about lhe article by clrcllng the leller of the bHI en•-·

A.

DIRECTIONI: Re8d the newpeper article below. Then, an1-r each
question eboul the article by circling the letter ol the best -•er.
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4. In . . arttcle, the - d • • • - -an•
a. Ofdef or ~agulatlon.
b. 0tdefly llnd ci.-.
c. chclpllne Of enforce.
d. • fM the owner pap.
5. The main Idea of Ihle artlcle II
•. "dirty Ioli" wl" ... ct.Md.
b. lol owner• promote pe11age of 1lrlcter ordinance.
c ..., ownert mutt pay lo hllw their loll cleaned.
d. many City Hall olflclell are glw9n a thirty-day notice.

a. owner1 - e not paying lhe city for cleaning their 1011
b. o - r t - e not •••ing care of their pr05"1rty.
c. - • - e 9"'en • lhk1y·dey notice
d. lhe ordinance ••• not being enforced.
3 WNc:h •outd happen tall?
e. The owner wi• be given • lhlrty-ila,. nollce
b. City ,,..._,,,.. wtn clMn the "dirt,. 1o1. ..
c. Tiie _,will be charged for hawtng ell,. pertonnel clean the "dirty
lot."
d. A elrlct• ordln•~ wlll be p•Md.

2 II 1lrlclar ordinance • • patted becauM

d. leller1 1lellng concern about the new ordln1nce

c leller1 concerning vacant

b. lhlrty-ilay notkln lo clean up dirty Ioli.

1. Clly Hall hat ~ floodad wtlh
a. water from a r81nslorm.

pa-••

City Hall haa Men nooded with letCA!n conttmin1 Mvenal
of the vacant Iota downtown. Theee ailea are known amon1
city official• H "dirty Iota." Covered with hi1h weeda, bruah,
and dumped 1arba1e. thMe area• have become fire haurda
and even harbor anak• and rat..
The
of a atricter ordinance allo- city penonnel
to cleen up thne ailea. Each lot -ner will be charsed up to
five hundred dollan for the aeniee. Adminiatrator Penny
Malter ha• Hid that the lot ownera will be liven a thirty·
day notice to clean up their property. If the ownen don't
take action, the ordinance will be enforced.

A.
DIRl'CTIOHS: Reed the article below Then, •ne-r aach q.-11on
llboul the article by circling lhe letter of the baal - - ·

••
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b. unimportant.
c smeller.
d unhealthy.
5 Whal 11 lhe main ide• ol lhl• erlocle7
a Unu-1 lemperelures era reported lor lh1s llm1 ol y11r
b Your body 11 cc>olld by ,.our circul1lory syslem
c When lemperelure• rlM, eley in11de en eir-cond11ioned building
d Orlnlling liquids helps W'OUr body ed1usl lo hol weather

_.

4. In lhl1 1rticle, lhe - d .... means

s-·

Your body"• elr-condiliontng syslem does nol work well
e. II lhe lemperelure is below 90• F
b unlesa W'OU drink plenly ol fluids
c. II you pertplre
d. II blood le pumped lo lhe vllel organ•
2. Your body 11 cooled bW'
a a deer.... In blood volume
b. lhe heart pumping blood lo lhe ""'•' org1ns
c pet'lplf•llon aveporellng lrom lhe 1lun
d. lemperalure9 above ninety.
3. Which would happen lint?
a. Blood vol._ In the clrcullllory l)'ll•m decreases
b You may ..,.,,,. • heelllrole.
c.
gl•ndl produc:• ,,.,.,...on
d. The volu- of blood pumped lo the vilel organs decreeses

Tempenturee are predided to riae above 90° F in the neat
few daye. It i• important for you to drink plenty or nuida.
Your body'• air-conditionin1 eyatem worka by cauein1 your
eweet 1lande to produce penpiration. When the penpjration
evaporalea from the surface of your akin, your akin becomea
cooler.
Penpirin1 cau- • loae of body Ouide. Thie loea may
decreaae the blood volume in the circulatory ayetem. When
there i• .... blood for the heart to pump to the vital or1ana,
faintinc or heallltroke may reeult. Orinkin1 eeveral 1••of water or juice will h•lp prnent theae probleme.

DIRECTIONS: Reed lhe erllcle below. Then.ens-reach quesllon
about lhe article by circling lhe teller ol lhe bell •ns-r.
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Whal wlll lbe lhe lenglh of lhl• lllghl?

c ....... _ . .

•b •-•Y•
a monlh

•-c...·1c---·• c---."'-sa•

E••-

d Iha 9blllly to conceal.
I. ltie bell lille IOI lhll arllcla would bl
a Specec1eft W...,.. .. 5 Mllllon Poundl
b Aeu98ble Spec:ecrefl MeliH Another fllghl.
c Spacecraft Aeecl1 lo
Temperalurn.
d Mechaniul Ann Mowel Malarial Into and oul ol Spececraft.

b

a frlcllorwl lore• .........
c lhe amellell quenllly.

•· In lhl9 arMc:la. rall1l11tc1
a ltie ablllly to wllhtland.

-n•

3. Cofulnbte"• aarllat' mlulont ha.. been
... length . . lhl• ftlghl.
b tongar lhan lhls ftlghl.
c .._.. 1tian 1M• night
d. UllC9lled due IO poor -••har

d provide luel IOI the apace ahullle

c reai•I · · · · - ......,.,.lur••

d · - daY9
2. Whel It lhe mec:henical aim ••peeled lo do?
a 011111 lhe Mflh 115 11b lraneler object• Into and oul ol Iha •pacec••ll

t

Today mar.. another mcht for the apace ahuttle
Columbia. The Cnlambia, the fint reuaable apace vehicle, ill
almoat H tall •• a twenty alory btlildin1. The apacecraft
wei1ha 4.5 million pmanda when fueled and fully loaded.
The aakonauta who are operatint the craft on thia aeven·
day 111iaaion plan to orbit the earth about 116 timee. Thia
Risht ia ac:heclulecl lo laat twice aa Ions aa the Columbia'•
pnviou miaaiona.
One 1oal or thia miaaion ia lo meaaare the apacecraft'a
rHialance lo eatreme lemperatana. Aleo, the aatronauta are
teatin1 the ability of a fifty.foot mechanical arm lo move
ohjeda inlo and out or the apacettaR.

A.
DtMCTIONa: Reed lhe .,Mcie below Then. ane- aach que•lion
abolll lhe afticle by ckcltftt Iha leltar of Iha beal ant-.
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C MVlnll" mllH
d alghlr m11n

b ll•lr ,..,...

....... c

3 Which happened ' " ' '
a .... had ............,..,..
b Mille . . ..., - Y mlln to regain hi• 1t1englh
c Miiie contacted a virul.
d Miil• . . . · - • medical dlachllge
• How wll Miile , .... _,.,. lor Iha local helrl asaoclallon?
• by having. heerl 1•.....,.....
b by riding In a bicycle -alhon
c by regaining and Improving hi• •lranglh
d by receiving a medical dltchalge
5 How tar will Mille ride each day?
• llhy mlln

IOfMORI haa for h11 or her life
b .... qualily ol - · · Ille
c. Iha numbar oi ,..... It ••peeled lo llwe
d • madlcal term reletad lo lhe heart

2. Ula
a lhe ••peclallona lhat

•..-ct-• -an•

What caused Mllla·1 haarl problem?
a He heel a vifUI.
b He 1wam and ran loo lar
c He had a heart tranaplanl
d He In ........hon.

'

•••

When Mike Palmer waa in the military aervke five yea111
acn, he c:ontac:led a viru• that 11fferted hia heart. Art.er
aeveral month• in the h01pital, he waa civen a medic:al
diac:harce.
Si• month• later, phyaiciana warned Mike that hii. life
upectanc:y would be reduced unlea1 he had a heart
tranaplant. Mike asreed tu the procedure and rec:eived • new
heart.
t'or the laat three year•. Mike haa been awimmin1 and
walkin1 many mile1 to rel(ain and improve hia atren1th.
Neat week he ia ac:heduled to be,in a thouaand mile bicycle
marathon, ridinic about •evenly milea a day, to roiae money
for the local heart eeaocialion.

DIRECTIONS: Read Iha arlic:le below Then. ant-r each quHllon
aboul the article by circling the !attar ol Iha bill an1-r.
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Age

sex

(M)

or

Circle one.

(F)

What was the last grade you finished in

school?~~~~-

What grade in school did your parents finish?
Mother
Father

(yes)

Do you work?

If

you

work,

or

what

(no)

kind

Circle one.

Of

work

If you work, do you work part time or full time?
(part time)
(full time)

20 hours a week or less.
40 hours a week or more.

do

you

do?
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INFORMED CONSENT
I, -------,agree to participate in the research proJect investigating reading

comprehension and self este.. conducted by Judy HeU111ann.
I understand that th1s study involves:
(1) attending the ABE class at Portland Conwvnity College at SE Center, Monday througn
Friday frOtl 9:00 to 12:00 at least 60f. of the Fall ter111, 1989.
(2) taking the Brigance reading co1111>rehension test and the Tennessee Self Concept Scale

at the t>tg1nning and at the end of the term.
(3) fi111ng out a demoqraphic survey which will ask about my age, sex, last grade of

school completed and whether l work.
It has been explained to me that the purpose of the study is to learn if there is a
relationsh1p between how a person feels about hi• or herself and how 111Uch their reading
improves.
I may not receive any direct benefit frOtl participation in this study but my
partic1pation may help teachers in the future to know 110r1 about teaching adults how to read.
Judy has offered to answer any questions I ••Y have about the study and what I need to
do for her study.

I understand that all infon11tion I give will be kept confidential and

that my n... will not be used.
I understand that I .. free to not participate in this study at any time.

If I chose

not to part1cipate, this will not affect my status as a student in this class.

If l decide

not to participate, then I can turn in the study materials unmarked.
I have read and I understand this infon11tfon.
Cate _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature_______________

If you have probl ..s due to participation in this study, please contact the secretary of
the Hu•an Subjects Research and Review Coaa1ttee, Office of Grants and Contracts, 303 Cramer
Hall, Portland State University, 464-3417.

